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The Toy Box 

 

Polly has a dolly 

with ribbons in her hair 

Jane has a 'plane 

whose pilot is a bear 

Ben has a hen 

who hides behind the door 

Whilst Brian has a lion 

with a great big roar 

 

Freddie has a teddy 

he always takes to bed 

Ann has a van 

whose drivers name is Ned 

Brooke has a book 

all about a fox 

Whilst James plays games 

and wears his yellow socks 

©KAH MacDonald 
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Hello,  

Don’t you find that his dark, damp time of year cries out for comfort and cosy, for hot tea and thick socks.  I 
find that I am regularly being ‘called’ to make a cup of tea and find a cosy spot to read or write by lamplight, 
candlelight, or firelight as the nights draw in and it is growing dark by 4pm.  I don’t often get the opportuni-
ty to actually do this, though the longing and the intention exists, and my soul yearns for a calm and quiet 

spot to hide away.  I am in the process of creating just that space as I have had a teeny wee shed built, and 

whilst I’m not writing in there just yet, it won’t be long. I became obsessed with sheds this autumn, see page 
16, especially for writers, but it has inspired an idea for a new project, see page 19.   

Mum and I have been reminiscing about favourite books as I had been studying their upstairs landing book-

shelf for the ‘Eight Cousins’ (also published as the Aunt Hill) by Louisa M Alcott I rad as a child. We went on 
to talk about rereading books and why some can be re-read time and again, enjoyed as though it was the first 

time, whilst others can be read, enjoyed, but never picked up again.  We agreed that some books are made to be 

re-read at certain times of the year, or certain occasions in our lives when we have need comfort or inspiration. I 

vividly recall reading ‘Eight Cousins’ whilst hiding in a big armchair covered by a dust sheet, a small and 
secret space. I also recalled my collection of ‘Girl Annuals’, mostly bought from jumble sales in the Church 
Hall across the road. I think my desire to write a magazine could, possibly, be linked back to these annuals. I 

take a look at the history of magazines on page 8 and these annuals certainly match the definition of a 

‘magazine’.  The ‘Girl Annual’ is a collection of non-fiction interest articles, I remember the illustration of a 

gondolier for a piece about Venice; fictional tales of  girls having jolly midnight japes in boarding school or 

joining friends for adventures rescuing wounded Airmen, and tracking down diamond thieves; there were 

things to make—felt ‘potholders’ and knitted tea-cosies, and one annual showed how to make chocolate almond 

dragées, illustrated with a hand holding an almond on a pin, and dipping it into melted chocolate, a precursor 

perhaps to my homemade roasted nut chocolate recipe on page 48.  I don't know where this collection of annuals 

has gone, although mum says there are boxes of books in a cupboard she hasn't looked at since they moved 

house, almost 25 years ago.  I'm itching to go and look but she won't let me.  

I hope that within these pages you will find something that inspires you, a book to read on page 32, something 

to make on pages 28, 44 & 50, or maybe that you make the German Spiced Honey cake on page 49, as a 

change from the traditional fruit Christmas cake. This win-

ter will be like none we have ever known.  This year our sea-

sonal celebrations will be quite different.  Maybe we should 

simply take this opportunity to coorie in, hunker down, cre-

ate the hygge within our homes and cherish immediate fam-

ilies.  It’s not about the parcels under the tree, but the winter 

walks, late night talks, zoom coffee times, writing letters to 

friends, telephoning distant relatives and finding an alter-

native way to celebrate.  To be calm, thankful, and kind to 

one another. 

I will be popping into your inboxes with my monthly 
‘Witterings’ newsletter and issue 9 of The Needlesmith 
(which I’m referring to as the ‘Rubbish’ issue, what do you 
do with yours?) will be ready for March see page 51, so until 
then, take care & stay safe. 
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“Feed the birds tuppence a bag” 

Often at this time of year we start to 

feed the birds and it can start to get 

very expensive, certainly a lot more 

than tuppence anyway, to buy ready-

made fat-balls.  Beware that very cheap 

fat-balls can be made from inferior in-

gredients, contain palm oil, and even 

broken dog biscuits as filler. 

For a simple home-made version, melt-

ed suet or lard can be poured on to a 

mixture of seeds, nuts, dried/fresh fruit 

and meal worms, cracked corn, nuts, 

and pumpkin seeds, oatmeal/porridge 

oats and a small amount of grated 

cheese, a few cat biscuits (not fish fla-

voured) can also be added.   (The black-

birds sit in wait for us to put out Bod-

kin cat’s breakfast.  The irony isn’t lost 
on us!) 

The mixture should contain two-thirds 

of ingredients to one-third of fat – suet 

or lard – do not use butter, margarine, 

oils or the fat from roasting meat, as 

they are prone to smearing and have 

the potential to go rancid quickly. 

Stir them together thoroughly, then 

pour the mixture into a container and 

allow it to set: use small plant pots or 

yoghurt pots threaded with string, half 

a coconut shell, orange or lemon peel 

‘cups’, old baking tins, egg boxes.  Press 
your mixture into a cake ring tin and 

turn out to make a festive looking seed 

wreath. Pinterest is full of ideas.  How-

ever, birds aren’t usually fussed about 
what shape their lunch comes in, the 

solid mixture can simply be turned out 

on to a bird table, they just appreciate 

it being there.   

And don’t forget to provide fresh water.  
They will drink it and bathe in it, even 

in winter, as bathing helps them keep 

their feathers pristine and insulating. 

Check regularly in cold weather to make 

sure the water hasn’t frozen. 

There are few animals that generate more ahh’s and 
intakes of breath as we freeze, standing to watch, not 

wishing to disturb them.  Anthropomorphised by Be-

atrix Potter’s Squirrel Nutkin (although he really was-
n’t very nice and deserved everything he nearly got) 
the Red Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) is the UK’s only 
native squirrel. 75% of this most endearing and en-

dangered mammal lives in Scotland.   

The North American Grey squirrel was first intro-

duced to Britain in the 1870s, as a fashionable addi-

tion to estates. Without a natural predator they rapid-

ly spread across England and Wales and are now, 

150yrs later, firmly established.  Larger than the red 

squirrel they can carry ‘squirrel pox’ which they are 
immune to but the Reds are not.  Deforestation and 

destruction of woodland areas has also contributed to 

the red squirrel’s decline. 

However, with vast tree canopies and plentiful food 

supplies, the forests of west Scotland are home to 

healthy numbers of red squirrels.  I have seen quite a 

few locally this year, possibly because the roads have 

been quieter.  Spotting three in one morning on the 

way to Oban fair made my day.  We have, on a cou-

ple of occasions, had a red squirrel visit the garden.  

Once one was seen off by the chickens we had at the 

time, they made such a racket and really did not like 

him. He simply sat in a tree and thumbed his nose at 

them before finding something better to do. 

Squirrels have a life expectancy of between just 3 & 7 

years.  As, on average, 75–85% of young squirrels die 

during their first winter, it isn’t surprising that there 
are so few around.  Survival is positively related to the 

availability of autumn-winter tree seeds.  

Red squirrels eat the pine nuts/seeds, from pinecones, 

particularly from pine, spruce and larch, leaving char-

acteristic ‘cores’ and piles of stripped scales under co-
nifer trees. Apparently, it has been estimated that a 

single squirrel can eat the seeds from up to 20,000 

cones in a year.  They also eat nuts, fungi, shoots and 

fruits of shrubs and trees and sometimes birds' eggs.  

And, of course, peanuts from bird tables and feeding 

stations. 

You can find out more about Scotland’s Red Squirrel 
population and report any sightings here: 

www.scottishsquirrels.org.uk 

Red Alert 

https://scottishsquirrels.org.uk
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Don't forg
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Don't forget - beautiful sunsets need cloudy skies.     Paulo Coelho 
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The why & how of the magazine 

‘The definition of a magazine is that it is “always a periodical publication which is printed in gloss-coated, 

matte paper or electronically published (sometimes referred to as an online magazine or e-zine). Maga-

zines are generally published on a regular schedule and contain a variety of content. They are generally 

financed by advertising, by a purchase price, by prepaid subscriptions, or a combination of the three.”’ - 
wikipedia 

Did you know that the ‘Spectator’ is the oldest surviving 
weekly magazine? Not just in Britain but worldwide. It is 

also the world’s oldest political periodical. In addition, 
since it has had no break in publication, it can also claim 

to be the world’s oldest general magazine continuously in 
print. For 192 years this year in fact. This summer they 

printed the 10,000th issue.  As I prepare the 8th edition of 

The Needlesmith, in just its second year, I thought I would 

find out more about how magazines came about. 

Magazines have their roots in simple pamphlets, chap-

books, and almanacs which the invention of printing had 

made possible. The earliest publication that could be re-

ferred to as a magazine, although it wasn’t at the time, 
seems to have been produced in Germany in 1663, a publi-

cation called the “Erbauhliche Monaths-Unterredungen”, 
‘Edifying Monthly Discussions’, other similar periodicals 
soon followed. In 1665 the “Journal des Savants”, ‘Journal 
of Scholars’ in France, and the “Philosophical Transac-
tions” in England, then in Italy the “Giornale de Lettera-

ti”, ‘Journal of the Literati’ in 1668.  These were written as 
a result of the revival of learning and the need to review 

and disseminate ideas, discoveries, and information.  

Lighter periodicals which contained court news, anecdotes 

and short pieces of verse started to become popular.  In 

Germany in 1688 a publication with a somewhat cumber-

some title, although it is one I rather like, “Unterhaltsame 
und seriöse, rationale und ungekünstelte Ideen zu allen 

Arten von akzeptablen und nützlichen Büchern und 

Themen”, ‘Entertaining and Serious, Rational and Unso-
phisticated Ideas on All Kinds of Agreeable and Useful 

Books and Subjects’, was published, particularly to en-
courage women readers.  

Then the ‘Athenian Gazette’ was published in England to 

resolve “all the most Nice and Curious Questions”, and 
many more along the same lines were published through-

out Europe as literacy and interest in new ideas grew.  

Three publications in Britain were to prove very influen-

tial.  Danial Defoe’s ‘The Review’ (1704 -13 three times a 

week), Sir Richard Steel’s ‘The Tatler’ (1709-11 also three 

times a week), Joseph Addison & Sir Richard Steel’s ‘The 

Spectator’ (1711-12 reprised briefly in 1714, daily).  In 1731 

the English printer Edward Cave began to publish the 

‘Gentleman’s Magazine’.  It was a compilation of essays 
and articles gleaned from a number of sources and pro-

duced in one periodical. This is the first time that the word 

magazine is attached to this type of publication [see ety-

mology]. 

Many more magazines followed in its wake throughout the 

world, becoming gradually more entertaining and sorted 

by subject matter and target audience.  The first for chil-

dren for example, the ‘Boy’s Own Paper’ was published in 

1879, and the ‘Girl’s Own Paper’ followed a year later. 

Due to printing constraints few magazines were illustrated, 

until 1842 when a Nottingham newsagent moved to Lon-

don and began to publish the “Illustrated London News”. 
The first one consisted of 16 pages of text with 32 woodcut 

illustrations.  Although these illustrations were simply 
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pictures done by artists of the day and didn’t necessarily 
relate to the written content.  As printing processes im-

proved, and with the development of photography, it be-

came easier to illustrate magazines and photo-journalism 

boomed.  Magazines such as ‘Life’ magazine became best 
known for the quality of its photography in its heyday 

years 1936-1972. 

The development of women’s magazines really began to 
take off in the mid 1800’s.  Until then, what there was, 
very much reflected the times and women’s role in society.  
When, during the 18th century, women were expected to 

participate in social activities and have political views, 

they were robust and stimulating, then in the 19th century 

when domesticity was the societal norm, they were insipid 

and humourless. 

The ‘giveaways’, sales come-on’s that are so common a 
feature of magazines today, began in 1790 with ‘The Lady’s 
Magazine’ which gave away embroidery patterns and sheet 
music.  The ‘English Women’s Domestic Magazine’ in 1852 

was the first women’s publication that offered home man-
agement and practical advice rather than simply entertain-

ment.  A precursor of its type to the ‘Good Housekeeping 

Magazine’, which was first published in America in 1885, 

then in the UK in 1922.  ‘Good Housekeeping’ began testing, 

and reporting on those tests, of consumer goods in 1900 and 

issued the ‘Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval’ in 1909.  
Over a hundred years later this is still a respected and val-

ued recommendation. 

From its humble pamphlet and chapbook beginnings the 

‘magazine’ has grown exponentially.  Weekly, monthly, 
quarterly, or bi-annually, for readers of all ages, back-

grounds, races, genders and interests, on subjects too nu-

merous to list. There are trade magazines, literary maga- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

zines, hobby magazines for all categories.  It is unlikely 

that you won’t find a magazine to suit your interest, work 
or hobby.  There are independently published magazines, 

and those published by magazine conglomerates.  Fortunes 

and reputations have been made, and lost, on the publica-

tion of a magazine. 

So why did I want to produce another one? Why did I feel 

that there was room in the market for The Needlesmith?   

After eight issues I’m still asking myself these questions.  
The answer, simply put, is because I wanted to, I could, so 

I would, and I did.  The idea & desire to produce a maga-

zine has been bubbling around in my head for years. I had 

discussed it with friends a couple of times but either the 

time or the enthusiasm was lacking.  Then in February 

2019 the pressure had built up, the cork popped, and out it 

fizzed. 

I started reading magazines in my teens, graduating from 

Bunty, Mandy, & Judy (and The Dandy, Beano and Whizzer 

& Chips), to Jackie, then Just 17 for a little while.  At art 

(Continued on page 34) 

Etymology 

F r om M idd le  F ren ch  magas in 

"warehouse, depot, store", from Italian 

magazzino, from Arabic makhazin, plu-

ral of makhzan "storehouse".  At its root, 

the word "magazine" refers to a collec-

tion or storage location.  In the case of 

written publication, it is a collection of 

written articles. This explains why maga-

zine publications share the word root 

with gunpowder magazines, artillery 

magazines, firearms magazines 

Chapbooks - A chapbook is a small 

publication of up to about 40 pages, 

sometimes bound with a saddle stitch. 

In early modern Europe a chapbook 

was a type of printed street literature. 

Produced cheaply, chapbooks were 

commonly small, paper-covered 

booklets, usually printed on a single 

sheet folded into books of 8, 12, 16 

and 24 pages. They were often illus-

trated with crude woodcuts, which 

sometimes bore no relation to the 

text, and were often read aloud to an 

audience. 

Chapbooks gradually disappeared 

from the mid-19th century in the face 

of competition from cheap newspa-

pers and, especially in Scotland, reli-

gious tract societies that regarded 

them as "ungodly". Although the form 

originated in Britain, many were made 

in the U.S. during the same period. 

Because of their flimsy nature such 

ephemera rarely survive as individual 

items. They were aimed at buyers 

without formal libraries and, in an era 

when paper was expensive, were 

used for wrapping or baking. Paper 

has also always had hygienic uses; 

there are contemporary references to 

the use of chapbooks as "bum fod-

der". Many of the surviving chapbooks 

come from the collections of Samuel 

Pepys between 1661 and 1688 which 

are now held at Magdalene College, 

Cambridge. The antiquary Anthony 

Wood also collected 65 chapbooks, 

(including 20 from before 1660), which 

are now in the Bodleian Library. There 

are also 

significant 

S c o t t i s h 

c o l l e c -

t i o n s , 

such as 

t h o s e 

held by 

the Uni-

versity of 

Glasgow 

and the 

Nat ional 

Library of 

Scotland. 

-wikipedia 
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First up is PGTips tea www.pgtips.co.uk.  At the time 

of writing the last edition I had just learned that 

PGTips made biodegradable teabags and having seen 

the large number of little plastic nets that came out of 

our home compost bin earlier in the year, given the 

amount that I drink I knew I had to do something 

about it. 

Tea is the most consumed drink, after water, in the 

UK.  PG Tips make 10 billion teabags each year (and I 

think I am working my way through most of them) 

they have been producing tea for 85 years and they are 

now making the teabag from a new material that is 

100% plant-based and 100% renewable. This material 

is made from corn starch and is fully biodegradable.  If 

you like strong tea this is possibly not the tea for you, 

although you could always use two bags in your cup.  

When I bought my first box the outside was covered in 

plastic so I wrote to them and asked why, they said... 

In response to your enquiry, I would like to advise you 

that we use the plastic overwrap to keep our tea fresher for 

longer and to help stop the tea absorbing and aromas that 

might affect the great taste. However, as part of our com-

mitment to sustainability, we are actively looking for alter-

native materials that can do the same job. 

That was in mid October, when I bought a box of 160 

teabags last week there was no plastic overwrap.  On 

reading their website www.pgtips.co.uk it says about 

the plastic overwrap. “We’ve already removed it from 
some of our 160s boxes & hope to do the same to the entire 

range in 2021. Look out for “naked” PG tips boxes in 
store and let us know what you think!” So definitely a 

step in the right direction.  And no more little plastic 

nets in the compost.  I was also interested to read on 

their website that “All of our PG tips tea is 100% 
Rainforest Alliance certified™. In fact, we were the 
first tea brand in the UK to carry the seal! The Rain-

forest Alliance works with individuals, communities 

and companies (such as ours) to conserve biodiversity 

and ensure sustainable lifestyles. Our Kericho tea es-

tate, where our PG tips tea is grown, was actually the 

first tea estate in the world to become Rainforest Alli-

ance Certified™ in 2007.”  And that PG Tips is a mem-
ber of the Ethical Tea Partnership.  This is a not-for-

profit organisation which ‘brings together the tea in-
dustry with development partners, NGOs and govern-

ments committed to improving the lives and liveli-

hoods of tea workers, farmers and the environment in 

which they live and work’. 

I’m delighted that we have made the switch. 

Update … on trials & products …. 

Coffee logs - Made in the UK from used coffee grounds.  www.biobean.com 

These were interesting.  They arrived in their paper bags and cardboard box and the 

moment I opened the box the smell of coffee wafted out.  The logs themselves are 

circular and shiny black and heavy with compressed grounds.  They burned well and 

slowly, rather like peat or coal does not flaming the way wood can.  There is however 

the slight drawback of smelling strongly of coffee.  I didn’t notice it so much when 
they were burning but the following morning the sitting room smelled like a coffee 

shop!  This is the main drawback for us.  We also considered the easier availability of 

Hotmax - it’s sold locally - the larger bags, the slightly cheaper cost and the gentler 

smell of wood smoke.  I think for an outdoor chiminea or fire pit they would be fan-

tastic but for us (well me in particular) the smell was too much. I still think it’s a fabulous product though. 

http://www.pgtips.co.uk
http://www.biobean.com
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Eco-Notebooks www.silvine.com 

Many who use a notebook will have a favourite style, size or shape, or 

type of paper.  I confess notebooks, whilst I use many, often scare me.  

It’s a fear of white paper. I struggle to make a my mark on a piece of 
clean white paper - it’s also why I paint on fabric and not paper or can-
vas - and  I can’t use the first page.  I always start on ‘page 3’.  So I 
don’t buy expensive, beautifully bound, handmade paper notebooks.   
I like lines on my paper too, so I usually get ring bound feint-ruled 

notebooks.  Thinking that there must be a ‘green’ version of what I 
had last used from our local little Tescos, and not finding what I was 

looking for in the local bookshop, I did a quick search on-line and 

found these from Silvine.  I bought them via Amazon as I couldn’t lo-
cate a local stockist.  A pack of five ’eco’ notebooks, made in the UK 
and costing under £15.  My only problem if you could call it that is that I couldn’t tell what I had in which 
book.  Easily resolved by sticking some wallpaper samples and offcuts to the front.  I now have note books 

dedicated to specific topics  and easily identifiable - I’m positively organised.  And one day I might be able to 
write on the first page... 

Remarkable Stationery www.remarkable.co.uk  
Remarkably mixed feelings about Remarkable Stationery.  Prod-

ucts are good.  Pencils are really nice to use, coloured pencils are 

lovely, biros are ok, fibre tips are what I would expect, notebook is 

good to write on.  The pencils and pens all arrived in sturdy car-

board boxes with paper padding to stop them rattling around. 

However, my order came in a padded envelope – the sort that has 

plastic bubble wrap in. My order of one pack of four notebooks 

turned up as just one notebook – a little pricey at £18 - and slight-

ly bent. There wasn’t any information about how to recycle the 
plant plastic supposedly ‘compostable’ biros.  And finally, they 
haven’t replied to my emails or messages sent via the website ask-
ing about the missing notebooks etc.  So I’m rather disappointed 
with their level of customer service, and packaging, though their  , 

ethos, website, and product range are good. 

Woodcycle Firelighters  www.woodcycle.co.uk  

This is a bit of a follow on from last edition’s subject on what is best to burn.  
These claim to be the only firelighter on the market which are created using 

recycled wood, and other waste products. 

Made in Yorkshire, they use waste wood sourced locally eg. broken pallets, 

candle wax and wool wax. I want to ask them about the candle wax as I 

wondered if it was like the waste wax that Dad & I get from Shearers, a can-

dle maker in Glasgow, which we use for making theatrical candles in flaming 

torches for use on stage. I hadn’t come across the term ‘wool wax’ before, so 
was fascinated to learn that it is another term for ‘lanolin’.  I’ll let you know 
about the candle wax next time. 

Our order – which I made via eBay – arrived quickly.  The box was wrapped 

in brown paper and brown paper tape, nd I used it to set the fire.  They burn for a long while, which allows the 

fire to get a proper hold, with addition of Hotmax logs, we really do only need to use one firelighter to get the 

wood burner going. £11.99 for 100 via eBay or their website. 

http://www.silvine.com
http://www.remarkable.co.uk
http://www.woodcycle.co.uk
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Whether it be Christmas, birthday, wedding or 

‘just because’, presents always look better for be-
ing wrapped.  But what to use?  Do you tend to-

wards sparkly, glittery paper with ribbons and 

bows?  Or maybe potato printed brown paper & 

string?  Corrugated card, tissue paper and twine 

festooned with fir cones and greenery? Have you 

considered the pink Financial Times newspaper or 

tried dying white newspaper sepia with tea? 

During the festive season in the UK, consumers 

will use 227,000 miles of wrapping paper, and an 

estimated 40,000,000 rolls of sticky tape, 83km2 of 

that paper will be thrown away.  

Having decided I would offer a gift wrap subscrip-

tion option, I (briefly) considered delving into my 

fabric stash for wrapping, before deciding that 

was a bit OTT. I spent some time looking for a 

appropriate paper and was delighted to find Re-

wrapped.co.uk. Based in London they specialise in 

producing a range of 100% recycled paper prod-

ucts. The printing is done with environmentally 

friendly vegetable-based ink on uncoated paper 

which means it's compostable. (Just like this mag-

azine!) Any cellophane used in packaging is made 

from compostable corn-starch. 5% of profits go to 

charity and the designs are lovely.  

If fabric and recycled plastic is your bag then have 

a look at WragWrap www.wragwrap.com a Devon 

based company who have produced a range of re-

usable fabric wrapping products, both textile and 

100% recycled polyester from plastic bottles. 

The Green Stationary Company 

www.Greenstat.co.uk in Bath, have a range of 

recycled, solvent free tape, plus recycled brown 

paper, and tissue paper.  

Instead of sticky tape you could use washi tape, a 

decorative paper tape made from natural fibres 

like hemp and bamboo but do check before you 

buy, as cheap versions may be/contain plastic. Or 

use garden twine, raffia, string, torn fabric strips 

to seal your parcels instead. 

One year I wrapped everything in tea towels from 

Ikea.  You could use vintage headscarves from 

charity shops, seasonally coloured pillowcases or 

maybe painted cereal boxes. Blocks of plain news-

print are a cheap and readily available option and 

ideal if you have small children that need enter-

taining during lockdown.  Just type ‘Newsprint 
paper’ into eBay for a range of amounts and pric-
es. Also known as chip shop paper or newspaper 

offcuts.  It is perfect for printing and painting on. 

Or get the sewing machine out and upcycle old 

cotton trousers or pyjama bottoms, cut of the legs 

then divide into appropriate lengths, hem one end, 

and sew together the other, for quick and funky 

bags.  And see page 44 for how to make fabric 

drawstring bags which are both a gift in their own 

right and useful wrapping for parcels. 

Presents, how do you wrap yours? 
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Is Bicarbonate of  Soda really the environmentally friendly solution  

to our cleaning needs? 

Bicarbonate of soda, (also known as baking soda in the US 

& New Zealand but is not the same as baking powder as we 

use it in the UK, though baking powder contains bicarb it 

also has cream of tartar in it) is one of the central ingredi-

ents when it comes to cleaning ‘green’.  I realised when read-
ing the ‘Live Green’ and ‘Clean Green’ books I mentioned in 
the last edition and ‘Simply Living Well’ [see page 30], that 
I had no idea what bicarbonate of soda was. How was it 

made? Where does it come from?  Is it animal, mineral or 

vegetable?  

Bicarbonate of soda is well known for its whitening proper-

ties for example in toothpaste and washing powders, it’s 
excellent for deodorising items from fridges & thermos 

flasks, to trainers.  Unblock drains with the addition of vin-

egar and boiling water.  It’s used in chemical processes and 

bath salts, in making glass and talcum powder.  It's also 

found in fire extinguishers, beauty products, food, and indi-

gestion remedies.  

On discovering that it is mostly mined in the USA I started 

to wonder if it is really the answer to our cleaning problems. 

Bicarbonate of soda is made from the mineral Trona.  Most 

of the bicarb that is supplied around the world comes from 

Wyoming.  Trona dates back 50 million years, to when the 

land surrounding Green River, Wyoming, was covered by a 

600-square-mile (1,554-square-kilometer) lake. As it evapo-

rated over time, this lake left a 200-billion-ton deposit of 

pure trona between layers of sandstone and shale.  It is also 

mined in California, Colorado, Botswana, and Kenya, and 

deposits have been found in Uganda, Turkey and Mexico.  

All of the articles I read claimed that the quantity of Trona 

available in an economically mineable source is in Wyo-

ming, and this alone should last for several centuries. 

Trona is mined in two ways: Pillar and room (dry mining) 

which is rather like coal mining, the ore is dug out and re-

moved on conveyor belts, or Solution mining (wet mining), 

where hot water is injected underground to dissolve the 

mineral, the liquid is then pumped out, and the water evap-

orated to leave the crystals.  

To process the ore in either case, simply put, it is first 

crushed, then heated to drive off unwanted gases, creating 

sodium carbonate. This is then turned into a slurry with 

water to remove impurities, filtered and the water evapo-

rated.  The crystals are dried then packed in large containers 

for onward transportation and processing. 

There is another way to make Bicarb, known as the Solvay 

process.  It is a chemical process and although this method 

is widely used, it is also problematic because the chemicals 

used are pollutants.  They are difficult to dispose of and 

hazardous to use.  Carbon dioxide and ammonia are passed 

through a concentrated solution of sodium chloride. This 

makes a crude sodium bicarbonate which is then heated to 

form soda ash, this is then further treated and refined to 

form sodium bicarbonate.  

The mining for any earth-based product is invasive and de-

structive, although tunnel mining is less damaging than 

strip mining, it is still the extraction of a finite resource.  

The processing procedure is energy intensive, emits volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs), nitrogen oxides, and methane.  

It generates air pollution as it is a very dusty process and 

processing plants are often coal powered. It disrupts animal 

and bird habitat.  There is a further a carbon footprint in 

the thousands of distribution miles required as it is shipped 

around the world. Bicarbonate of soda cannot be recycled it 

is washed away after use both in chemical processes and in 

domestic use (or consumed which will eventually be flushed 

away).  

So it is difficult to know quite what to stand to take. On the 

one hand there is the second-hand environmental impact of 

its production, manufacture & distribution procedures, it 

comes from a non-renewable source in ways that are inva-

sive, destructive, pollutant and uses fossil fuels. On the oth-

er hand, it is a more ‘natural’ and less harmful product than 
many toxic petrochemical substances found in our homes.  

Sometimes asking a simple question doesn’t get a straight-
forward answer.  It is much more complicated than I had 

imagined, but an informed decision, even when it gives rise 

to difficult choices, is better than not.  A couple of articles 

claimed that as everything has a footprint, and all products 

come with an intrinsic cost, bicarbonate of soda is still a 

preferable alternative and that we can but do the best we 

can and be content with our choices.   

Whilst researching bicarb I came across this article about a 

device called a Skymine which removes carbon dioxide and 

the heavy metals that contribute to acid rain from industri-

al exhaust and converts it into bicarbonate of soda.  There is 

a lot more information out there, but I decided I had 

enough for what I wanted to know so didn’t go down the 
internet rabbit hole to find out more.  It would be interest-

ing to find out however if this system is up and running now 

and what is happening to the bicarb it produces. https://

science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/green-science/

baking-soda-save-environment.htm 
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A Creative Coffee Break 

Where are we meeting & Why here? 

In an ideal world we are meeting on the deck at the 

Isle of Lismore Café. 

What will you have?  Large decaf cappuccino 

Tell us a little bit about your business, what 

you do & where do you work? 

I founded The Walking Theatre Company in 2006, 

with an idea that people in rural areas just don’t get to 
see theatre and are limited by location, so I began to 

create work inspired by the landscape about me, 

Glendaruel (the Glen of the Red River), Cowal, Argyll, 

with the avid help of my 2 daughters, then toddlers, 

we would hunt Titania and Oberon, or join The Wild 

Ones, very quickly Walking Theatre was born. We 

create work all over the UK, reaching far flung places 

and urban spaces. We tour set pieces, from kids shows 

to Shakespeare, we create bespoke, site responsive 

work, and we tour comedy dinner theatre. From tiny 

projects, with a couple of actors and an audience of 8, 

to huge events, with audiences of 450,000 plus over a 

months run. No project to big or to small, we make 

innovative theatre anywhere.  

What are you working on at the moment? 

As we are a people focussed business, we have not pro-

duced work since March 17th and sadly our extremely 

full diary emptied overnight. For the last few months 

I have been working to create digital work. I am espe-

cially proud of www.zippedyzoom.club, an actor led 

interactive platform for children during lockdown, a 

story portal that kids can use, whilst the grown-ups 

take some time out.   

I’m meeting Sadie Dixon-Spain for coffee.  It’s been a long 
time since I have been able to have a coffee with this inspir-

ingly creative, live wire of a women.    

We first met when The Walking Theatre Company came to 

do A Mid Summer Nights Dream at Arduane Gardens, a 

National Trust property south of Oban.   

Since then I have worked with Sadie to organise a couple of 

events where The Walking Theatre Company came to per-

form.  A pop up wartime kitchen show for a food festival, a 

Victorian murder mystery for an anniversary dinner and 

then there was the very memorable MacBeth, in a grave-

yard, in the gloaming, ending with a death scene in the 

church by candlelight.  One of the most atmospheric theat-

rical events I’ve ever been to (& we don’t talk about the 
thousands of midges who joined the audience without paying for their tickets!).  Sadie & I met recently via zoom when we 

did a ‘conversation with’, the recording can be found on either the TWTC or Needlesmiths facebook pages.  Sadie lives in 
the renovated hunting lodge attached to a ruined castle and she & her husband Charlie have a truly creative way of raising 

funds for the renovation of the castle.  

http://www.zippedyzoom.club/
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Do you have a favourite tool or material? 

My favourtite tools are my long leather walking boots 

– they are fantastic and comfy and I can walk miles, 

which is useful as my work involves loads of walking 

and standing and jumping about in the undergrowth 

and boggy ground, old friends and foot savers.  

We’re coming into winter now, what are you 
most looking forward to? 

I am looking forward to the changing weather and to 

the long frosty star filled nights, with ice on the 

ground. I’m looking forward to lighting a fire and say-
ing goodbye to this year and welcoming the new one 

in.  

What is inspiring you? 

My family and friends – conversation, and sharing, 

and love. Oh and of course the mountains I see each 

day, they are a continual source of wonder 

If your Fairy Godmother were to give you 

three wishes what would they be? Assuming 

that a request for world peace is a given! 

My daughters will be able to live their adult life in a 

safe world.  I wish we all had a universal income and 

can focus on living. I wish that commercialised food 

production is stopped globally.  

What would be your Desert Island must 

have? 

My Audible account and my laptop. 

Anything you’d like us to know?   
The Walking Theatre Company is launching two gifts 

for Christmas; It’s the very first thing we are actually 
going to be able to sell and will start to provide regu-

lar employment for our creatives.  It’s a gift product 
that will ‘keep arts viable’. 
 

Gift a ‘OnceUponagram’ this Christmas 

A 

Personal Video Message from a Storybook Star.  

‘Mirror, mirror, on the wall, let Snow White send, 
your special call’  
‘Hurrah & Huzzah here you go, Let Robin Hood spin 
your Merry Hello’ 
Send your OnceUponagram today and make a rain-

bow smile with your personal happy ever after 

 

And for those who just love Scotland. 

Gift a ‘Clanagram’ this Christmas 

A Personal Video Message from a rebel Scot.  

Give the gift of ‘Clan stories’ and send a personalised 
video message all the way from Scotland’s magnificent 
past.  Pick you favourite Rebel from history and let 

them send your special words from Dunans Castle, a 

Happy Birthday, A Happy Christmas, A Get well 

soon, even slainte mhath!  

 

Breaking News 
We are also, and this has just come in… working on 
creating a short Zoom panto for Argyll carers Christ-

mas Zoom party – very excited to be plotting, behind 

you’s and oh no you don’t’s.  It’s starting to bring a 
little festive cheer. 

 

www.walkingtheatre.co.uk 

Ig: @thewalkingtheatrecompany 

Fb: @thewalkingtheatrcompany 

www.thescottishlairdproject.co.uk 

www.zippedyzoom.club 

https://walkingtheatre.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/thewalkingtheatrecompany/
https://www.facebook.com/TheWalkingTheatreCompany
https://scottishlaird.co.uk/
https://zippedyzoom.club/
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A Space to Call One’s Own 

The inspiration for this series of interviews, a potential 

book, and maybe, a podcast came from my desire for a 

space to write to create a quiet distraction less, chore 

free, dog free zone to enable me to concentrate on mag-

azine writing, to finish my novel, to develop the three 

other writing project ideas that I have.  

I have a life-long love of buildings and interiors and am 

genuinely fascinated by the space that people create for 

themselves.  

I can recall a number of small spaces that I made, or 

coveted for example my cousin had a club hut called 

‘Bligs Nest’ for use with her school friends not for small 
cousins, we had a den in a bush!  There was a large em-

brasure to a disused door within the walls of Ludlow 

Castle gardens, where on good days we played ‘house’ 
and caught woodlice, whilst on visits to my grandpar-

ents (I don’t think they knew as we would have been 
told off if they had). The attic floor of my childhood 

home had a huge, to me aged 7 or 8, armchair with a 

dust sheet thrown over it. A perfect tented hiding place 

away from younger brothers to curl up and read. 

As children we build dens in the woods, forts in card-

board boxes, and tents from our blankets. We play un-

der the table, hide around the back of the sofa. Does it 

come from a long, in bred need for safety? Does it feed 

back into the warmth of the womb?  

As we grow up the spaces grow 

too. We grow out of hiding be-

hind the sofa, our blanket tents 

become the shield for late night 

reading by torchlight, or more 

often these days, illicit use of 

phones and devices. If we're 

lucky the whole bedroom is our 

fortress, ownership signs and 

warning notices are stuck to 

the door barring entry or re-

questing that people knock 

first. It is the first place we 

mark in our own style, our own 

clutter.  I remember as a teen-

ager painting over the 80’s floral wallpaper and blow-

spray painting around heart shapes torn from newspa-

pers and stuck to the wall, then removed to leave pastel 

coloured splattered outlines (whilst wearing a bikini - it 

was easier to wash me free of paint than my clothes -  

listening, and singing along to, Barry Manilow, should 

I be admitting this?)   

Then we “ fly the nest”, we leave the safety of that first 
space and go on to furnish our first halls of residence 

bedroom, college or University flat, or go out to work 

and find our first shared accommodation. Our bed-

rooms are still the place we call our own. The commu-

nal areas requiring discussion and compromise. Then, 

we grow again, maybe into a house with partner or 

spouse, and a shared bedroom, and now joint decisions 

are made about the communal areas, and then perhaps 

children.  So, a space to call our own becomes smaller, 

maybe just a drawer or half the bathroom cabinet. 

Some crave a return to solitary space be it a creative 

space, an office space, hobby space, or photography 

darkroom. We need a place away from the day to day 

bustle of home.  Perhaps for health and safety reasons - 

the family kitchen is not suitable to make chutney for 

sale in, perhaps because the kitchen table, or corner of 

the sitting room, is no longer big enough, or appropri-

ate, or just because we hanker after a space where we 

know where everything is. We can get up and leave a 
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piece of work on the desk and it will remain, 

undisturbed, until we return.   

Once the idea for a writing space had taken 

root I started to come across references people 

finding alternative spaces to work in, garden 

sheds, shepherd huts,  railway carriages and 

canal barges.  I read articles about famous 

writers and where they wrote.  Some have 

been preserved, almost in aspic, providing in-

spiration and sparking desire in those who 

want a retreat to write.   Some writers will 

rent a room in a hotel to enable them to get 

the first draft of a book written. Maya Ange-

lou is reported to have rented a room in a ho-

tel in her hometown paying for it by the month.  No management or staff were allowed to enter in case a pre-

cious piece of paper was thrown away and she had all pictures and ornaments removed to avoid distractions. 

George Bernard Shaw (left) had his shed constructed 

on a turntable so that at all times it could face the 

sun.  He also called it ’London’ so that his servants 
could legitimately tell callers that he wasn’t in as he 
had gone to London. 

Dylan Thomas’ writing shed (above) is in Carmar-
thenshire, Wales, on the cliffs overlooking the Tâf 

estuary.  And is the one that most inspired me. 

Roald Dah also had a shed inspired by Dylan Thom-

as’, apparently after visiting Thomas in the 1950’s he 
was so impressed he had one built for himself to the 

exact same dimensions.   

(Continued on page 18) 

Have you seen the advert for Starling Bank 

business accounts?  A lady in a shed is waved 

off by her husband and daughter as she pre-

pares the shed (business) for take off.  She 

buckles up, helicopter rotor blades unfold from 

the roof, then she’s up and away.  Flying the-
ough a turbulent time, a lightening strike takes 

out the rotorbaldes and alarms wail, saving her 

tea mug (she has her priorities straight) she then 

grabs a leaver to pull open the wings and up 

above the clouds she sails.  Do look out for it, or 

f i n d  i t  o n  yo ut ub e ,  i t ’ s  l o v e l y . 
(The bank is pretty good too, I have a Starling 

account, though that had nothing to do with the 

advert!) 
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Mark Twain had a beautifully ornate octagonal re-

treat about which he wrote “It is octagonal in shape 

with a peaked roof, each space filled with a spacious win-

dow and it sits perched in complete isolation on the very 

top of an elevation that commands leagues of valleys and 

city and retreating ranges of distant blue hill. It is a cozy 

nest and just room in it for a sofa, table, and three or four 

chairs, and when the storms sweep down the remote valley 

and the lightning flashes behind the hills beyond and the 

rain beats upon the roof over my head—imagine the luxu-

ry of it,”  

Virginia Woolf had a small wooden tool shed in the 

garden converted into a writing room at her home in 

Sussex.  In her 20’s she worked standing at a 3,6” 
desk. This is thought to be an attempt not to be out-

done by her sister, the artist Vanessa Bell, who al-

ways painted standing.  And Gertrude Stein liked to 

write in the driver’s seat of “Lady Godiva” her Model 
T Ford while her partner Alice B. Tolkas ran errands.  

Not a shed but a small space none the less.  I wonder if 

it is the compactness of the spaces that allows the 

writers mind to expand to distant horizons. 

I am very fortunate to be able to use the former holi-

day cabin on mum and dads farm as my studio.  It is 

my creatively messy place, piles of fabric, boxes of 

paints, baskets of thread, jars of buttons, inspirational 

photos and plans are pinned to boards. Part complet-

ed projects or mock ups and samples, new ideas re-

quire gathering of all that is needed, then I am called 

away and it is a while until I return, and maybe the 

muse has left or not turned up because it is raining, 

something else needs to be done first, so the pile lies. 

Whatever the reason, my studio is a full, busy and 

distracting place. I find it very difficult to write in 

there. I cannot raise my eyes from the page in search 

of a word or phrase without my glance falling on a 

dress pattern, or pretty piece of fabric or a piece of 

paper with the sketch of an idea I want to develop, 

picture I want to paint and off goes my mind down 

another rabbit hole. Also, there isn't an internet con-

nection which can be highly frustrating.  

Whilst I would like a shed to write in as well as a stu-

dio, I realised that I know a number of women who 

have workshops, offices, creative spaces outside the 

home, in sheds and other interesting structures.  I 

wanted to find out more.  Why do they have this 

space, what do they do in it, what is it so here are the 

first interviews in the series.    

Kathy Potter-Irwin  

Basket Maker 

My space is a double stable built of wood.  We bought 

it on eBay, during lockdown and drove to Wales to 

collect it - in flatpack form.  I dug the foundations 

with a bit of help from my 17 year old son, Robert, as 

well as the ditches and helped with pouring the slab. 
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I live and work in the village of Ardfern in Argyll, and 

it is up behind my house on a recently purchased bit 

of land. I used to work out of a barn, but had to give 

it up when I had child no. 4- Ross.  Since then I have 

created where ever there was a space. My work does 

require a wide open, tall space. 

Initially we just called it “The Shed”, but as I have 
fancy ideas about the front wall being all glass, I have 

had to start calling it “The Studio”. My joiner hus-
band, Alastair, has really started to understand the 

need for glass in a studio, but in a shed, not so much.  

I do believe it will be called “Ardfern Village Baskets- 

The Studio”  

At the moment, I am in a state of shock/ delight at 

having a space. There is much dancing and singing 

and a massive amount of pottering going on.  I am 

delighted that I can make baskets and not knock 

things off shelves or have to tidy up constantly. Until 

now I worked out of a static caravan in our garden or 

outside in the elements. 

I am enjoying making things that are not entirely 

basketry. Cordage and flower making are blissful, 

peaceful activities.  I also have commissions for 

square kitchen baskets and a couple of log baskets to 

make.  I make things for “Made in Argyll”- a wee 

shop opposite the station in Oban. I am one of the 

founding crafters. It gives me the opportunity to 

make what I want and to try new things and see how 

they sell. I am also happier now that I have some con-

tact with the outside world! 

The first morning light floods into the studio, and so I 

am drawn to be in there, before the bustle of village 

life begins. As a mother of four children, all grown in 

Argyll, I have found work a real dilemma.  Most jobs 

that could be worked around my children were season-

al or for the local authority. I found myself stressed 

and unable to feel satisfaction from any aspect of my 

life.  Learning to make baskets gave me the freedom 

to work from home.  I am so looking forward to a win-

ter in the right sort of space. 

You can find Kathy at www.facebook.com/

ardfernvillagebaskets and  www.instagram.com/

ardfern.village.baskets 

 

Jennifer Macdonald-Nethercott 

Chartered-Marketer 

My space is a garden office.  It was purpose built in 

the hot summer of 2018.  When casting the concrete 

foundations my husband had to stand with the hose 

on so it wouldn’t set too quickly.  Who’d have 
thought in Scotland!  It’s built with a timber frame 
and lots of insulation.  My treat was underfloor heat-

ing which keeps my feet nice and toasty in the winter. 

This year I treated myself to a white double desk and 

feel this has really finished off the whole space.  I also 

love my side window for watching the red squirrels 

jump from the office roof to the trees.  The office is in 

the garden at the side of the house and I get distract-

ed by the roe deer coming across the front garden. 

(Continued on page 20) 

https://www.facebook.com/ardfernvillagebaskets/
https://www.facebook.com/ardfernvillagebaskets/
https://www.instagram.com/ardfern.village.baskets/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/ardfern.village.baskets/?hl=en
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I haven’t named it.  My space is ‘the office’.  Maybe I 
should think of one! 

We built the space as for the first 6 months I was 

based in the kitchen and at the time my husband 

worked shifts and I found out he could be quite noisy 

during the day in the kitchen.  The space gave him a 

building project for the summer to keep him out of the 

kitchen! 

I run my business ‘Strath Communications’ from here.  
Working with businesses on their marketing strategies 

and plans and deliver these plans to make sure their 

marketing is consistent and delivered to reach their 

business objectives.  I enjoy having this space as it 

allows me to really focus on my clients in a quiet, crea-

tive space.  I am out in the office Monday to Friday, 

however I’ve just started a diploma so I’m now out 
here studing in the evenings and weekends to. 

At the mo-

ment I’m 
working on 

client cam-

paigns in the 

run up to 

C h r i s t m a s 

and starting 

to work on 

2021 market-

ing strategies 

and plans for 

clients, so it’s 
one of my 

f a v o u r i t e 

times of the year.  I’ve just launched my new website 
and I’m working on my own marketing and business 
development as it’s a good time of year for people to 
be thinking about how they will market their business 

the following year. 

As I’ve mentioned the office was my husbands project 
along with some assistance from my Dad.  It’s was 
amazing that they were both still speaking by the end 

of it! 

We now also have a wee border terrier puppy and he’s 
made the office his home during the day now too, 

we’ve got him a bed and I think he secretly loves the 
underfloor heating too. 

You can find Jennifer at www.strathcomms.co.uk 

 

Carole Fitzgerald 

Cook, Stylist & Photographer 

My ‘space’ was an anniversary gift from my husband 
in response to an Instagram post I shared with him 

about a very lovely, reclaimed shed that I was totally 

covetous of.  Built as an early lockdown project, my 

husband consequently used only ‘foraged and found’ 
materials – picking up pallets wherever they lay, and 

removing much of the shelving from his own boat 

building shed in order to build mine. Together we 

sourced second hand windows on eBay – two of which 

were unusual in colour and style and one was long and 

narrow and exactly fitted a skinny space.  

The structure was built where once an old tree stump 

stood, in an awkward corner of our tiny courtyard gar-

den and against a beautiful old stone wall. The other 

three walls are angled to fit the space and the fourth  

of the five walls houses beautiful old French doors. 

http://www.strathcomms.co.uk
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The roof is corrugated – reclaimed from another pro-

ject – and the sound of rain on the tin roof delights 

me. 

I have so many different names for my space and yet 

haven’t settled’ on one. My husband refers to it as my 
wendy house. I like to think of it as my studio but 

that seems a bit pretentious as I’m not a painter. Den 
maybe? Hut? Playroom?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regardless, my space is where I play, I deliberately 

don’t have internet there and enjoy being ‘in’ the gar-
den.  I read (a lot), and make journals and notebooks 

(bookbinding was a bit of a lockdown project).  

I also paint – I’m learning by exploring colour and 
this has been a delight to me. Mixing colours, match-

ing them to the foliage around me. It connects me to 

the organic sense of this little structure and that 

makes me happy. And I like being outside. I like being 

able to take photos that boast a roughish seasonal 

backdrop. I feel sheltered inside, like a child in a tent. 

Vulnerable to the elements. Happy. 

I haven’t had a full year in my space yet, so am only 
just discovering when my ‘playtimes’ are. In the very 
dark I sometimes get spooked by the occasional noises 

and in the warmest of days it can be unseasonally too 

hot inside. We’re seeking a stove that will chase the 
winter chill; something cute and cosy and mostly func-

tional. And then I can sit in the candlelight and the 

fairylight for a while longer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have projects to plan. Most immediately collating a 

series of recipes to be published in the run up to 

Christmas. I’m also at the beginnings of a book – no 

internet is an absolute blessing in this regard – and am 

working on a series of prints and cards of my own de-

sign. This is new for me – daunting, truthfully. I’m 
enjoying the learning. 

My ‘space’ delights me. It makes me feel creative and 
it makes me feel loved. A gift from a man who has al-

ways supported everything I do. I’m very, very lucky. 

Y o u  c a n  f i n d  C a r o l e  a t 

www.pebbleandpinecreative.com Ig: @peb-

bleandpinecreative and www.lazy-sunday.com Ig: 

@lazysundaycatering 

 

 

(Continued on page 22) 

https://www.pebbleandpinecreative.com/
https://www.instagram.com/pebbleandpinecreative/
https://www.instagram.com/pebbleandpinecreative/
http://www.lazy-sunday.com/
https://www.instagram.com/lazysundaycatering/
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Kirsty Brady 

Stained Glass Artist 

My studio, or sanctuary, depending on how I’m feel-
ing sits in my garden, deep in the heart of Kilmichael 

Glen, Argyll 

It’s a wooden structure, with a wriggly tin roof paint-
ed lichen green.  It’s very rustic, and was there when I 
bought my house.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I insulated it and added power to get working. 

….creating! 

I make decorative glass items, that are kiln fired. As 

well as undertaking architectural installations and 

restorations.  I had been running practical glass mak-

ing workshops pre Covid, but obviously these have 

been put on hold for now. 

I head to the studio whenever I can,,, at any time of 

night or day.  Working around my wee boy Ethan. 

Juggling self employment and being a mum. 

Having just completed a restoration stained glass 

piece, the studio has been tidied and organised for full 

on Christmas making.  Gifts and Christmas decora-

tions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the business has expanded so has its needs and I 

am currently looking at funding options to develop 

the space and design a purpose built space.   

 

You can find Kirsty at www.atouchglass.co.uk  

Ig: @atouchglass_studio Fb: @atouchofglassargyll 

(You can also read more about Kirsty in Editions 1 & 

6 of the Needlesmith via www.issuu.com/

Needlesmiths) 

 

 

 

 

https://www.atouchglass.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/atouchglass_studio/
https://www.facebook.com/atouchofglassargyll
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Sally Lovell 

 

My space is an old wooden fishing boat. She’s a York-
shire Coble built I believe in the 1950’s. 

 

She arrived in Crinan via Tayvallich in 2017 but sadly 

had become unseaworthy and was destined to be bro-

ken up or worse! Her engine was removed so that it 

could be reconditioned and sold on and then she was 

made ready to be towed across the water from the 

harbour on the mainland. We had all the pumps going 

so that she did not sink on her short journey and 

pulled her up on the nearest shore.  

We have gradually pulled her higher up out of the 

water, brushed up her bright red paintwork, relaid the 

floorboards, installed a wood burning stove, electrici-

ty and wifi.  Water comes from a tap attached to a 

tree that runs off the mains pipe coming in under the 

sea. We bought deep foam blocks to make boat cush-

ions and with help from friends and 

neighbours covered them in red and 

blue striped ticking fabric which 

matches her paintwork. 

Her previous owner had extended 

the original cabin so with 10 win-

dows and perched high up it is the 

most glorious space to watch the 

birds and wildlife.  

The boat is about 5 mins walk 

away from our house, though a 

wooded valley. She is pulled up on 

the shore of the small island Eilean 

da Mheinn  In Crinan, Argyll  

where I live with my husband, one cat and three Heb-

ridean sheep.  

She is called Smuggler. I don’t know if that was al-
ways her name but it suits her. Needless to say we 

renamed the bay where she is pulled up. Once known 

as Boathouse Bay it is now known as Smuggler’s Cove 
of course. 

Life on the island has been really busy with a building 

project so before Covid struck, we did have lots of 

people coming and going. Although, life is much more 

settled now the work on the house is finished, I still 

find it hard to concentrate in the house when there 

are so many distractions, chores and phone calls 

which always seem to take precedence.  

Smuggler has been a perfect retreat, to think, to read, 

to listen to music and sometimes to have longer, deep-

er conversations with family and friends on the 

phone. During these troubled times, it has felt really 

special to talk to loved ones far away while surround-

ed by the sights and sounds of nature and the sea.  

I try to go two or three times a week for a couple of 

hours but in the summer that is hard to commit to.  

My aim is to make it a more regular slot maybe 10am-

2pm most weekdays during the winter. I don’t  feel so 
guilty about all the work to be done in the garden, 

and Smuggler is really very cosy once I’ve got the 
wood burner going and the kettle on. With the Covid 

situation I really have no excuse as we have far fewer 

visitors! 

Since we moved here in 2017, I have been collecting 
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stories about the island. The house here was built in 

the 1950’s like Smuggler and only four families have 
been here in that time. The last couple to live here 

were real characters, they lived here for 25 years and 

created the most amazing garden with hundreds of 

specimen trees and shrubs. I often feel their spirit 

when I am working in the garden, or out on the water 

whatever the weather. I’m planning to turn these sto-
ries into something more substantial but quite what 

that will be just yet I’m not quite sure, I need more 
Smuggler time to work it out. 

The woodburner that is now on Smuggler was origi-

nally in the study in the house. We are fortunate to 

know the man who lived here then, his family built 

the house in the 1950’s and that stove was a major 
source of heat. We are happy it is still being put to 

good use 70 years later. 

 

 

 

 

Kate MacDonald 

Artist, writer, creative 

I find trying to write at home a bit hit and miss. I 

procrastinate with the washing up, feeding the wash-

ing machine, baking a cake, making soup for lunch. I 

have to clear the kitchen table first, or I retreat to 

bed, but I'm joined by a dog and I get a stiff neck. 

The corner I once set up in our guest bedroom, with 

card-table desk and chair wasn't quite big enough for 

notepads, elbows, laptop, mugs of tea. I desired, 

craved, longed for, a space to write where nothing else 

but writing went on. Where the only distraction 

would be a pile of books, a shelf of magazines, a pot of 

pencils. To be surrounded by words and calm and it 

would be mine.  

Not having a man who currently can in the family, I 

needed to find one who could install from the ground 

up. I contemplated caravans, but we don't have an 

easily accessible, flat space, and the thought of bring-

ing in a crane was a thought too far. Finding ‘Etive 
Sheds’ north of Oban my shed was booked.  Next up 
was finding a suitably large window. One that wasn't 

an old, double-glazed PVC window which is all I 

could find locally. I found one on Gumtree in Perth-

shire, a beautiful large, square, Georgian sash win-

dow.  It was a hair-raising trip bringing it back west, 

in a shoogly trailer, however, wrapped up in blankets 

and an old foam mattress we managed to get it home 

without a cracking a pane. 

Then I had to exercise my patience muscles.  I needed 

to wait my turn for the shed to be built, then timber 

supplies got interrupted by coronavirus, then discov-

ering that the outer frame of the window was rotten 

held things up for a while whilst a solution was found, 

then weather, lots of weather, got in the way. Then 

finally, one Monday morning dawned, still wild and 

wet, but Colin and Ian arrived and dug the founda-
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tions. In the mud. They returned the following day, 

and the panels were heaved over the garden wall and 

into place. I returned from shopping to find my 

‘shedlet’ perched like a Swiss chalet on the edge of the 
quarry-face at the top of the garden.  

It has a wriggly tin roof, almost the first thing I 

checked, my shed had to have a wriggly tin roof.   The 

walls are panelled with Scottish larch, which will turn 

a lovely silvery colour in time, a stable door complete 

with cat flap - it may be a dog free space but Bodkin 

will be welcome, and the antique window now in 

place, just the top part opens out. It is small but per-

fectly formed.  Insulated with polystyrene sheeting I 

found in one of dad’s barns, that he had been given 
years ago by a friend who had more than his project 

had required, and lined in with timber.  As I finish 

this article and the magazine is ready to go to print, 

my next job will be to paint the inside with left over 

paint from the house in a soft white & Stiffkey Blue. 

Then I can bring the furniture in, a small drop leaf 

oak table that used to be my sewing table and a paint-

ed, re-upholstered dining chair will sit under the win-

dow, rather like Dylan Thomas’.  I have some small 
pieces of basket-weave bedroom furniture which has 

been repainted and is the perfect size. I’m making a 

large patchwork curtain using a collec-

tion of fabric samples which will be 

lined with a blanket for warmth - rather 

like a Ruggle, I may yet come to regret 

spurning those double-glazed windows. 

One wall is shelved and will house my 

magazine collection, Country Living, 

Country Homes Interiors, The Simple 

Things, Creative Countryside, and 

many more. When asked if I really 

needed all of them, my reply was that 

they are my reference library, my inspi-

ration bibles, my look books and my 

escape hatches. So yes, I reeeally do 

need them all. I can’t wait to get settled 
in, to shut the door on the world, to re-

treat, to read, or write, to cuddle the cat 

and just sit looking out of the window. 

It’s been described as a wardrobe with 
pretensions, a bonnie bothy, Frin’s Fol-
ly, but most often, so probably for al-

ways, we refer to it as ‘the shedlet’. I 
call it mine and I feel jolly fortunate to 

do so. I shall share more photographs 

next time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you work in an interesting space, and 
would like to take part in the Women 
Create Space project do get in touch:  

 needlesmiths@mail.com 
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“The only noise now was the rain, pattering softly with the magnificent indifference of nature for the tangled passions of hu
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“The only noise now was the rain, pattering softly with the magnificent indifference of nature for the tangled passions of humans.” 
 Sherwood Smith 
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‘A Ruggle’ 

A Ruggle—is more than rug,, 
heavier that a blanket and is the 
cosiest of throws. 

I made my first few Ruggles 
from felted (in the washing ma-
chine) wool jumpers.  I them made 
many more upcycling other items 
of clothing and fabrics.  Wool 
skirts, tweed jackets, velvet trou-
sers.  None were safe from my 
scissors.  It is a lovely way to 
make a useable item from well 
worn garments, and gives new 
life to a tired old blanket.  The addition of matching and contrasting buttons helps to 
hold the two layers together so that it doesn’t ‘bag’ out of shape. 

You will need: 
Several felted jumpers, a blanket, buttons 

Begin by cutting up the jumpers. 

Cut off the sleeves and open out along 
the seams.   

Do the same for the body.   

Cut off any tight cuffs, neck edging 
and ribbing so that you can get the 
wool as flat as possible. 

Using a paper template, half an A4 
piece of paper ie. A5, is a good size.   

Pin it on and cut out as many shapes 
as you can, 
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If you fancy having a go at making a Ruggle but need a blanket … do let me know,  
I have rather a large collection of them and am happy to pass one on. 

Once you have cut out as many pieces as 
you can/want, lay them out and rearrange 
until you’re happy with the pattern. 

Sew a row of pieces together into a strip. 

Sew all the strips together. 

Using a hot steam iron press along the 

seams to flatten them out. 

Once your blanket matches the size of your patchwork, 
lay them right sides together, pin and sew all the way 
around leaving a gap to turn it through.  Hand stich 
the gap closed and press the seam.  

If you are using a vintage wool blanket, you may find 
that the centre has more wear than the edges, and per-
haps the decorative stripes won’t be included in the fin-
ished item.  To avoid cutting off the best bits you need 
to reduce the size/worn patch of you blanket by taking 
the centre sections out, then sewing it back up again. 

Pure wool blankets are very easy to dye in the washing 
machine with a Dylon Dye-pod, consider dyeing one to 
co-ordinate with the jumpers. 

Sew buttons on back to back, 
stitching one button to one side, 
through the blankets to the other.  
Now you’re ready to take it on a 
picnic (see page 30) 
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Tips for Winter Picnics 

• Pack a thermos with hot soup or stew.  This Chickpea & 

sweet potato recipe from Nigella Lawson is delicious and 

warming. 

• Make another couple of thermos flasks with hot chocolate 

or tea, or perhaps mulled cider. Pop small packets of cinna-

mon sticks and mini-marshmallows & tin of cream (& pos-

sibly a bottle of Bailey’s or brandy) for really fancy pants 
hot chocolate.  And if there is going to be a bonfire then 

bring large marshmallows for toasting on sticks. 

• If you’re going to be making up sandwiches, keep the 
bread and fillings separate so they don’t go.  Or serve 
chucks of fresh bread, or pitta bread and everyone makes 

up their own plate with ‘pickings’.  Thick dips like hum-
mus are perfect, cold cuts, cheese, and pickles, raw vegeta-

bles, and chutney’s.  Make a Winter salad using barley or 
amaranth with roasted vegetables and drizzled with olive 

oil.  

• Round off with a rich fruit cake or chocolate and walnut 

brownies. 

• It goes without saying, but it is important to wear warm 

clothes for winter adventures. Remember that several lay-

ers are warmer than one thick item and easier to shed if 

children get too hot running around.  

• Wear an extra pair of socks or tights to keep toes cosy and 

don’t forget a hat. Wellington boots and perhaps a change 
of shoes won’t go amiss. 

• Something waterproof to spread on the ground underneath 

your blanket or to sit on – logs and picnic benches can stay 

damp in winter, even if the weather's dry.  (Use bin bags so 

that you can do a quick beach litter pick or tidy up the 

woodland before you go). 

• Pack tea-towels and cloth napkins, reusable utensils, recy-

clable plates and glasses.  And possibly a towel or two if 

you’re going to be near water, in case of accidental, or even 
deliberate, swims and paddles. 

• Pack binoculars for bird and wildlife watching, a deck of 

cards or an Eye-Spy book or maybe a treasure/scavenger 

hunt list. 

• Don’t forget hankies to assist with chilly noses. 

• If there’s an abundance of snow, pack a snowman kit, with 
a carrot nose and pebbles for the eyes and buttons. Collect 

twigs on-site for the arms but leave out the hat and scarf to 

ensure your snowman is fully recyclable once he melts 

away. 

• If the conditions are right, safe & allowable, for a bonfire, 

pack a bag of dry wood (or Hotmax logs), eco-firelighters, 

matches and kindling.  

• Keep an eye focused on the elements to avoid getting 

caught out by unexpected weather changes.   

• …And don't forget to pack a couple of blankets & a ruggle 
to snuggle up in when you find your perfect picnic spot.  

Nigella’s Chickpea & sweet potato curry 
2 medium red onions, peeled 
1 clove garlic, peeled 
1 bird’s eye pepper, Thai chilli or other very hot small pepper with its seeds 
1 2 ½ to 3 inch piece of ginger, peeled and cut into chunks 
3 tbsp canola oil 
½ tsp hot red pepper flakes (opt) 
½ tsp ground ginger 
1 tsp ground coriander 
1 tsp ground cumin 
1 ½ tsp ground turmeric 
3 cardamom pods, lightly crushed (we used 1 tsp ground cardamom and 
it was fine) 
Salt to taste 
2 pounds (about 3 medium) sweet potatoes, peeled and cut into ½ to 1 
inch cubes 
1 ¾ cups coconut milk (we always use light) 
1 tbsp tamarind paste 
2 ¼ cups hot vegetable broth 
4 to 5 cups (about 4 cans) cooked chickpeas 
2 tbsp chopped cilantro leaves 

1. In a food processor, combine onions, garlic, and ginger. Pulse until 

finely chopped. Place oil in a large sauté pan over medium-low heat. Add 

chopped onion mixture and sauté until softened, about 5 minutes. 

2. Add hot pepper flakes, and spices. Stir to mix. Add sweet potatoes and 

stir until well covered in spices. Stir in coconut milk. 

3. Dissolve tamarind paste in hot broth and add to pan. Bring to boil, then 

reduce heat and simmer, partially covered, until sweet potatoes are just 

tender, about 25 minutes 

4. Add chickpeas and simmer until heated through, about 5 minutes. 

Adjust salt to taste.  

5. Add to a pre-warmed flask to be eaten out of tin mugs with fresh soda 

bread. 

Take your Ruggle into the wild for a winter picnic, 

 to sit on or snuggle under. 
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"Winter is the time for comfort, 

 for good food and warmth,  

for the touch of a friendly hand 

and for a talk beside the fire: it 

is time for home."  

Edith Sitwell 
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Off The BOOKSHELF 

English Pastoral 

James Rebanks 

Alan Lane, Penguin Books 

Some books give you goosebumps from the get-go.  From the turn of that first page, the 

writing, the language used, every comma and perfectly placed full stop has you in thrall to 

the author.  This is one of those books.  I have followed James Rebanks aka 

@HerdyShepherd1 on Twitter at first, one of the few accounts I follow, and now on Insta-

gram, simply because of his photographs of Herdwick sheep (the loveliest of breeds) and his 

landscape photographs of the Lake District hills are simply beautiful.  Then I realised he 

was saying more than just Look at this lovely ewe, lamb, hill, view, sunset.  There was a 

depth to even the shortest of captions.  He was capturing glimpses of his world, showing us 

how he was making changes to the land his family has farmed for over 600 years.  Bringing 

back wildflowers, then the butterflies, now birds are following.  As a family (He & his wife 

have four children), they are planting trees and undoing a generations worth of, well, not 

‘bad farming’, it had once been seen as progressive farming, however, with hindsight it was 
anything but. This is a beautifully, gracefully, eloquently written account of one farmer 

doing his best to change farming, literally from the ground up. 

Simply Living Well  A guide to creating a natural, low-waste home 

Julia Watkins 

Hardie Grant Books  

This was one of the books that got me thinking about Bicarbonate of soda and where it comes 

from.  It is an American book so the recipes use US cup measurements.  There is a note about 

that at the front, I didn’t know that a ‘UK cup’ contained more than a ‘US cup’ 284ml v’s 
240ml.  So it’s worth bearing in mind when it comes to making up any of the recipes.  And this 
book is full of recipes you’ll want to try.  Recipes for biscuits and for oven cleaner, for herbal 
remedies and toothpaste, and for everything in between and either side of.  It is a veritable 

cornucopia of inspiring things to make, to swap, to stop using and to start using.  Attractively 

produced and illustrated, printed on uncoated paper, the photographs are lovely and she has 

some very covetable pieces of crockery, storage jars and cleaning tools! 

Books, where do you buy yours?  
If it is online, because at the time of writing, so many of our local bookshops are closed, please consider buying them from 

www.bookshop.org.uk 
A newly launched, in the UK, website with a mission to financially support local, independent bookshops.  It is the real 
antidote to buying books via Amazon. 
Their website says that “As more and more people buy their books online, we wanted to create an easy, convenient way for you to 
get your books and support bookshops at the same time. 
If you want to find a specific local bookshop to support, find them on our map and they’ll receive the full profit from your order. 
Otherwise, your order will contribute to an earnings pool that will be evenly distributed among independent bookshops. 
We also support anyone who advocates for books through our affiliate programme, which pays a 10% commission on every sale, 
and gives a matching 10% to independent bookshops.” 
And … “we send 75% of our profit margin to stores, 
publications, authors and others who make up the thriv-
ing, inspirational culture around books!” 
I will be listing all the books I’ve recommended in 
The Needlesmith over the last two years as I am most 
certainly advocate for reading and books. Bookshop is 
a B-Corp - a corporation dedicated to the public good.’  I 
have already purchased a couple of books via the 
website and they have arrived promptly and well 
packaged in carboard.   

http://www.bookshop.org.uk
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The Lost Words A spell book 

Robert Macfarlane & Jackie Morris 

Hamish Hamilton Books, Penguin Books 

My father collects dictionaries (89 I think at last count), and words, (he 

used to read a dictionary aloud to us children at dinner times) so this 

seemed to be an ideal birthday present.  It was.  It is exquisitely illus-

trated by Jackie Morris, with imaginative, evocative poems by Robert 

Macfarlane. It is an absolute joy to read and it certainly should be on 

everyones wish list. Ideal for dipping in and out of, and for reading aloud 

at the dinner table. These words should not be lost, find them again by 

reading this fabulous book. 

Death around the Bend    The Curse of Breaburn Castle 

TE Kinsey     Karen Baugh Menuhin 

And now for something completely different.  Lately I’ve found that the rem-
edy for coping with difficult, sad, and sometimes lonely times, and to keep the 

voices in one’s head quiet, is to listen to vintage murder stories. Described on 
Amazon as ‘cosy murder mysteries’, becoming absorbed in the gentler times 
(if you ignore the fact that characters get bumped off) and romanticised go-

ings on of life in big houses, above and below stairs, between the wars. Think 

Downton crossed with Midsummer Murders. This dip into times past is a 

great antidote to the goings on of today.  These are just two of the numerous 

ones I’ve listened to recently. 

A Calm Christmas and a Happy New Year 

Beth Kempton 

Piatkus 

You might think that a Calm Christmas is a mixed metaphor, how can there possibly be 

such a thing.  If that is what you think then you need to read this lovely book.  It’s one 
of those books that I would like to include a quote from… until I realised that I would 
simply be typing out the whole book as it is impossible to pick out just a few words or a 

sentence or to highlight just one paragraph in a book so filled with thoughtful musings, 

personal anecdotes, and sensible advice that you really want to heed.  It is the absolute 

must read book in the run up to Christmas this year as we adjust our expectations and 

celebrations. 

Threads of Life 
Clare Hunter   
Sceptre, Hodder & Stoughton 
This book had been recommended to me by several people, however I simply hadn’t had a 
chance to read it so I set mum to this onerous task.  Barely had she finished the first chapter 
than she began telling me I should read it. This was a constant refrain throughout her reading 
of the book  (I promise that I will!).  She said that it has been very well researched and is 
beautifully written. “I read much of it with a lump in my throat and through tears”.  Despite 
being a Dr of Philosophy (History) with a specialism in haberdashery she said that there was 
much that was new to her and added that “if I were starting my research now it would have a 
different focus and would be better for it”.  This book has been written from a female perspec-
tive and about the role of women and their identity, how fabric and thread informed and con-
nected their lives. “If there was one complaint it’s that it would benefit hugely from being 
illustrated”.   
Reviewed by Dr Polly Hamilton. 
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college I read various pottery publications, design maga-

zines and ‘Blueprint’, alongside gossip magazines whilst in 
the laundrette.  Scroll forward a few years with no particu-

lar title coming to mind except for the Good Housekeeping 

Christmas edition, when Mr B & I went on our first holi-

day to a tiny cottage in the Highlands and I found some 

Country Living magazines in the back a cupboard of the 

croft cottage.  I spent two weeks devouring them (& I even 

tore some pages out to bring home with me – something I 

Never do now – but I do still have them).  On our return I 

asked our village shop if they could order it and I have 

kept every copy since then … 24+yrs worth plus a couple 
of American versions (not as good in my opinion). 

These magazines became my ‘Valium’ whilst working for a 
large, humourless, creatively sterile, company in a soulless 

role.  To retain some semblance of sanity I would take a 

couple of copies and a packet of post-it notes to work with 

me.  Then during lunch and tea breaks I would reread and 

mark pages that inspired, and dream of another life.  They 

bristled like hedgehogs, sometimes it felt as though I was 

marking each page. I dreamt of featuring in an article and 

of producing a magazine in a similar way. However, it did 

 

n't occur to me to go into journalism or submit work to 

magazines. I didn’t write anything creative at that time, 
just acres of spreadsheet reports. It would have felt, and it 

still feels, too scary. I would be rejected. They might not 

want my work. I held conversations in my head and 

dreamt a lot.  I have recently retrieved from storage (in 

bin bags in an old caravan) all my Country Living maga-

zines.  I have a hankering to add all the missing ones.  My 

collection starts early 1996, and it was first published in 

1985, so there’s 11 years’ worth I don’t have …. yet. 

 

Fast forward another few years, and I now live a ‘country 
life’.  It doesn’t ever look like the contents of a magazine.  
I still haven’t had the courage to submit any work to a 
magazine publisher or my poems or prose to an agent, that 

is definitely still too scary. So instead I submit to you, the 

reader, my self-written, produced and independently pub-

lished, quarterly ‘baby’. I hold it up and send it out to the 
world complete with the odd error and spelling mistake, 

accessible for criticism and rejection.  I know it makes no 

sense.  And in fact, I haven’t ever had any criticism 
(except, occasionally, from mum and dad who play spot 

the missing comma, word or letter) just gentle admiration, 

approval, and praise.  This has been endorsed recently by 

people willing to commit to taking out a subscription, 

which is greatly appreciated and a constant surprise and 

source of joy. 

 

The change to subscription from a free publication is a 

huge change. I need to promote it and I’m not very good 
at that. (see, I can’t even use the word ‘Sell’!) I also need 
to be stricter with deadlines. It is a lot of self-imposed 

pressure, a lot of commitment, and there are days when I 

wonder why I'm doing it. As I said to someone just this 

morning, when other areas of my life are complicated, try-

ing, tiring or sad, writing and writing ‘The Needlesmith’ 
helps to distract me. At the end of the day I enjoy it and 

you, my reader, whether you are admiring or critical, you 

are reading something I have produced in good faith, with 

love and with huge enjoyment. 

 

I'd like to think that ‘The Needlesmith’ falls into the 
“Entertaining And Serious Rational Unsophisticated Ideas 
On All Kinds Of Agreeable And Useful Books And Sub-

jects” category.   What do you think? 

(Continued from page 9) 
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Did you see? 

Our Yorkshire Farm 

This become one of our Lockdown television favour-

ites and we were really sad to have reached the end  

the third series. Series three ended with the family do-

ing the camerawork as the UK entered Lockdown.  

‘Our Yorkshire Farm’ is an observational documen-
tary series about a family living and working a farm in 

the Yorkshire Dales.  Clive & Amanda Owen live at 

Ravenseat, one of the remotest hill farms in the UK.  

with their large brood of nine children.  They are hill-

shepherds and also have cows, horses and ponies (one 

of the memorable moments is of little Clemmie declar-

ing that she loves Tony the Pony), chickens and dogs.  

The children have to help with jobs around the farm 

and from an early age are hands on, involved with the 

birth and death of the animals. To say that it is a pro-

gramme about day to day life on a farm through the 

seasons is simplifying the raw, hard, joyful, edge of the 

world lives this family lead. 

Amanda has been on breakfast television recently, and 

has written three books about the farm, illustrated 

with her own photography, which she also shares on 

Instagram as @yorkshireshepheress 

www.channel5.com/show/our-yorkshire-farm/ 

The Big Scottish Book Club  Sunday nights at 10pm on BBC Scotland 

This is one of the better ‘chat show’ prgrammes for managing social dis-
tancing without being awkward or involving plastic screens.  Damian Barr 

is the interviewer and reviewer of the books under discussion.  We meet the 

authors who read a passage from their recent book which is then discussed.  

Each episode is themed, for example episode 3 is on Crime with Val McDair-

mid, Richard Osman and Professor Dame Sue Black.  Damian Barr obvi-

ously reads all the books very thoroughly and is able to discuss them in 

depth with the authors.  

www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/m000bc3j/the-big-scottish-book-club 

The Cozy Club on YouTube with Chris Meyers author and creator of 

cosy space and maven of all things creative.  Until this year Chris ran 

‘The Cozy Club’ in her home then with Lockdown she with able camer-
man, husband Neil, have begun to make short videos an posting them 

on Youtube.  Like many other have this year except that you feel like 

you are in the kitchen, or the garden, or the tiny wendy house, along-

side Chris with Neil’s occasional commentary from over your shoulder. 
I included the books that Chris has written in an earlier edition of The 

Needlesmith, ‘Scandi Christmas’ &  ‘Seasonal Scandi Crafts’, both book 
containing projects and ideas for decorations, gifts and activities.  And 

her new Youtube channel brings it all to life. 

www.youtube.com/channel/UCYqk1EVi0h71NShhFy-jITg  

http://www.channel5.com/show/our-yorkshire-farm/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/m000bc3j/the-big-scottish-book-club
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYqk1EVi0h71NShhFy-jITg
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Grey 

The rain has stopped now that I am inside, 

Watching raindrops chase down the window pane. 

Now, beyond the runnels and water trails, 

Grey-backed gulls gather to gossip and bob on the swell. 

A steel grey heron, on stilt-like legs, stands fishing the shallows. 

Leaden grey clouds shroud distant hills. 

Soft grey haze lies in the valleys. 

Grey white wisps of mist caught on the grey green of firs. 

Then, again the rain, creating, 

Circular ripples on dark grey water. 

The incoming tide creeps across Paynes grey sand. 

An oyster catcher lands close by 

Startling bright orange sharp beak. 

A contrast to the day’s grey. 

©KAH MacDonald 
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My ears have mostly been taken up with listening to 

vintage murder drama but I am so pleased to have 

made time to listen to “The Calm Christmas” pod-
cast and the audio book of the e-book ‘We Are in 
This Together: Finding hope and opportunity in the 

depths of adversity’, both by Beth Kempton. 

The Podcast, based on Beth’s book The Calm Christ-
mas and a happy New Year (see page 32), is a short 

season of weekly episodes that started in October and 

will finish at the beginning  of January.  As she says 

on the website, we join Beth “at her kitchen table, deep 
in the English countryside to explore ideas for a natural 

and sustainable Christmas, look into the origins of some of 

our most-loved traditions, and see how winter is endured 

and celebrated around the world.”  She shares poetry and 
quotes from some of her favourite authors, personal stories 

and experiences of Christmas’s spent away from home or 
that didn’t go as planned.  It is very soothing and interest-
ing listen to, having missed the first couple, I thoroughly 

enjoyed a binge listen to the first three or four episodes 

one morning whist walking the dogs along the Crinan Ca-

nal during a rare break in the rain, in pale autumn sun-

shine. 

‘We are all in this together: Finding hope and oppor-

tunity in the depths of adversity’ is available only as 

an e-book and a audio book.  I wish I had listened to this 

months ago.  Reassuring, calming, heartening and encour-

aging, ‘We are all in this together’ is a practical, inspiring 
essay on traversing life during the current mayhem and 

maelstrom of life in 2020.  At the end your mindset is one 

of hope, you no longer feel alone in the storm, that we re-

ally are all in this together and that we will also get 

through it, together. 

You can find all of Beth’s books, courses, and the podcast 
at www.bethkempton.com 

Discla imer & Statement  For reasons of transparency and reassurance … all the opinions in the Journal are my own!   

The products I buy to try, books I read, podcasts I listen to etc & et al, are not ‘gifted’ to me, I am not sponsored or paid a fee by the 
companies concerned, they are just things I have found of interest and want to share.  If this changes I will let you know, for example 
I have become an affiliate of Bookshop.org.uk and will receive a fee of 10% should you purchase any of the books I recommend.  
When the words aren’t mine I credit the author and link to the source.   
All poems and short stories are written by me, unless otherwise credited. 
All the How to make patterns are my own designs, and I share them in good faith, ditto the recipes,  I will credit the original source, when I 
can, but most will have been tweaked and amended/improved by me.  (The original writer may not want to be associated with it any longer!) 
Images are mostly my own, company product pictures, or I have been given permission to use them, and occasionally I might use 
photographs from royalty free websites following their guidelines. 

Have you heard? 

http://www.bethkempton.com
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What inspired you to set up WELAN? 
Moving to Tiree was always going to mean a fresh 
start and coming up with new ideas, but it wasn’t until 
a few orphan lambs came to live in the garden, having 
pulled our heartstrings resulting in a mini rescue mis-
sion, that the realisation of wool being an amazing ma-
terial that could be turned into something sustainable, 
beautiful and useful came to the fore.  

Wool is currently seen, by most, as an inconvenient by
-product. It usually costs more to sheer the sheep than 
the fleeces yield in sale value and having to store it 
until September when it is collected is often seen as a 
major inconvenience. Looking at this precious resource 
it seemed the logical thing to do was to convert it to 
woolly hats and sell it direct to customers via an online 
platform.  
In addition to giving our lambs a happy forever home, 
another strong purpose was to explore more sustaina-
ble and ethical approaches to caring for sheep. The 
idea behind  was to demonstrate to ourselves that we 
could generate a different form of worth and respect 
for our new flock of family members. Everyone wins… 
 

 
Why did you call it WELAN? 
A name is just a name, it’s the story behind the name 
that really mattered to us so it was a simple play on 
words. It contains our surname, Lancaster, and Lana, 
Latin for wool (or soft hair), We are Wool. It looked 
like a balanced word that would look nice on a label, 
but the focus was far more on the brand being based 
on Tiree and having the island at its heart than on the 
brand name. Our hats carry a “Tiree Made” label, 
which represents a locally crafted product.  
 

 
 

 Support an independent business 

Yvonne Lancaster of WELAN TIree is part of the 

same supportive, on-line women in business group 

I belong to.  It’s been lovely learning more about 
her business and what goes on behind the scenes 

and of course ‘meeting’ the sheep.   
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How has WELAN evolved and what’s inspired any 
changes?  
WELAN started with an idea last summer (2019), 
whilst we were bottle feeding our lambs by hand, and 
that idea took a good few months to develop. Whether 
the wool was soft enough to be worn next to skin, how 
to process it, whether I could actually learn how to 
spin, how we could tell the story, and finally, if we 
could find people interested enough to be part of the 
story. All those things were challenges that had to be 
overcome and at the beginning of this year it all came 
together with the launch of the website and the first 
woollies coming to life.  
WELAN is still very much in its infancy and will 
evolve over time. The dream is to establish a wool mill 
on Tiree where lots of island fleeces are made into yarn 
and then woollies, we’d love to create around 10 
fulltime opportunities for people in the brand. Every-
thing we do is inspired by this goal. 
 
What has been your business highlight to date?  
Our first sale, that is definitely a highlight. And when 
the first email landed letting us know how much they 
love their new WELAN hat and how much they ap-
preciate what you’re trying to do. That was a truly 
special moment.  
The brand has sparked a strong connection with people 
who care about ethical and positive change, who are 
conscious consumers as well as those who have a strong 
affinity with Tiree. Many have now become friends; 
some even making the effort to come and see our little 
flock of sheep. That is truly amazing and beyond my 
wildest dreams! 
 
 

 
What are the highs and the lows of working as an inde-
pendent retailer? 
The highs definitely outstrip the lows. It means being 
able to work when you want, how you want and to be 
accountable to no-one but yourself. Moving to Tiree 
was a lifestyle choice and being able to sleep when 
you’re tired, eat when you’re hungry and down tools 
when the sun is out to go for a stroll on the beach, a 
surf or some other island activity is a huge reward for 
the hard work you have to put in. The clock and days 
of the week have little relevance to us.  

The other side of the coin is that work is never done - 
until you can afford to scale up every job is yours, 
dawn till late, Monday to Sunday. It can take 4 days 
to make a hat from a raw fleece so it’s very labour in-
tensive. Buying cheap fast fashion from far afield 
where labour is cheap has become a habit hard to 
break for many people. If we’re not creating and mak-
ing, we are busy doing the administration. It can feel 
lonely at times, especially since covid-19 arrived, so 
there are lows for sure. I’m very lucky that my hus-
band is also my business partner and we can lean on 
each other a lot.  
I wouldn’t change it for the world, once you have a 
vision or a dream, a plan and it all starts to come to-
gether, that is a hugely rewarding moment which 
makes all the pain and long days worthwhile. Bumping 
into someone on Tiree wearing a WELAN hat is just 
the best moment! 
 
When did you discover the passion for what you do? 
My mother was a very keen knitter, and I grew up at a 
time when making your own clothes was a very fash-
ionable thing to do so I was always cutting patterns 
for clothes, sewing and knitting in my parents’ house, 
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until I moved out. I forgot about my love of crea-
tive making for a very long time as academia and 
a business career took over.  
When our little flock was established and we had 
our first few raw fleeces, learning to card and spin 
the wool into yarn I discovered was a really 
mindful activity. You need just enough focus to 
make sure you don’t mess up what you’re doing 
but it’s not that hard that you get mentally ex-
hausted. I find it keeps me firmly in the present 
which is exactly what mindfulness is all about. 
Picking up knitting needles again it turned out 
muscle memory is a thing, even after a very long 
time.  
 
So, it was very much a rediscovery of an existing 
passion and discovering a new one at the same 
time. When that very first hand-spun Tiree wool-
ly was finished I was so proud and happy! In 
fact, I have a little pile of them that I could never 
sell. That is my private collection to remind me 
where it all started, and I will probably end up mak-
ing something small from each of our flock’s first 
fleeces that I will cherish forever.  
 
What’s a typical working day in WELAN?  
Before getting up in the morning a good hour will be 
spent on social media, with a coffee of course. We 
actively stay in touch with our amazing community 
of followers, many of whom become much more than 
just followers. After getting up and taking the fresh-
ly baked bread out of the machine the flock receive a 
visit, to make sure none of them have been up to 
something they shouldn’t (like trying to eat the grass 
in the field next door and getting stuck in the fence) 
and to just hang out with them for a while. Then the 
chickens are fed, and fresh eggs collected.  
 

After breakfast the day becomes a lot more fluid. If 
orders have arrived overnight, I will head to the 
“making room” aka the living room that was but has 
now been taken over with boxes of washed fleeces, a 
drum carder, spinning wheel and lots of other mak-
ing and packaging paraphernalia. Jason will head to 
our studio to work on the website, creative content, 
marketing, or on other projects, like VisitTiree.com. 
Brand design is never finished, it requires constant 
tweaking and storytelling. Once I am done making, I 
will do the same, creating social media content, writ-
ing blogs, doing admin or whatever else needs doing. 
A second visit to the sheep late afternoon is finished 
with dinner of sorts (time for elaborate meals is a 
rarity). The chickens put themselves to bed in the 
coop when it gets dark and if not working late, the 
last few hours of the day will be spent watching a 
film, some more knitting and catching up with more 
social media.  
 
Do you have a favourite product? 
My favourite hat to make and wear is a really simple 
plain design, knitted with a chunky home spun yarn 
on needles size 8, it’s perfect for Tiree where it is nev-
er really cold due to the influence of the Gulf Stream. 
Even in the depth of winter it stays well above freez-
ing. I knitted this hat recently with the yarn from 
one of our sheep called Kelp (inspired by Tiree’s sea-
weed) and it’s just beautiful, so soft and white. Most 
of our flock have a Bluefaced Leicester ram as their 
father which gives them lovely soft wool (they often 
refer to them as “the Marino of the north”). Tiree 
wool is really special. 
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Can you sum up the WELAN in three words? 
Oh, three words is hard! I’d go for ethical, local 
and lasting. But it’s not just about the product, 
it’s about our lovely flock of sheep, each of 
whom has a personality no different to cats or 
dogs, and they deserve to live a happy life. They 
put a smile on our face every day. 
 
WELAN TIree: Ethical woolly hats that help 
orphan sheep live long and happy lives, and 
makes a positive change to the environment. 
Simple, local and lasting.…  
 
Find them here: 
www.welan-tiree.com 
Ig:@welan.tiree 
Fb: @welan.tiree 

Readers le t ters  

I love hearing about how readers of this publication are enjoying the seasons.  Do write to share your craft projects, sea-
sonal activities,  an interesting place you discovered, or if you’ve been inspired by anything you’ve read about in The 
Needlesmith.  Please include a photograph.  Email needlesmiths@mail.com or 5 Crinan Cottages, Crinan, Lochgilphead, 
Argyll, PA31 8SS or via Instagram & Facebook @needlesmiths on both. 
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Drookit 

Totally soaking wet, 

drenched & sodden 

Apricity 

 The warmth of  the 

sun in winter 

https://www.welan-tiree.com/
https://www.instagram.com/welan.tiree/
https://www.facebook.com/welan.tiree
mailto:needlesmiths@mail.com
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There is a large white stork, I think.  I know it isn’t a 
heron as they are grey and flamingos are pink.  Per-

haps it’s a crane.   

It’s standing on a large round rocks.   

The rocks seem to be very smooth not like the rocks I 

clambered over as a child.  Scraping my knees on bar-

nacles, stubbing toes on limpets, and plimsolls slip-

ping on seaweed.  Sitting, accidentally, in rock pools, 

alongside the sea anemones who continued to wave 

their frondy arms around in welcome unconcerned by 

the abrupt arrival of a new neighbour, unlike hermit 

crabs who snap into their borrowed shell homes in 

fright. 

There don’t seem to be any rock pools in these rocks.  
Rather like huge eggs, they are bare and smooth.  

They are too round, the water would slip away. 

 

There are flowers.  What sort are they?  I don’t think 
we have any like them in the garden.  Maybe clematis 

or perhaps cyclamen.  The petals have a translucent 

quality, a tissue-like appearance.  

Pretty.  Pink and white petals.  Long, straight lines 

of flowers travelling through the sky.  Something’s 
not quite right with that.   

I can’t seem to see any leaves, perhaps that’s it.  Just 
pretty pink and white flowers passing serenely by.   

Never mind, look, some more cranes lazily flapping in 

the far distance, through golden confetti falling from 

the flowers. 

I don’t know where I am.  And something isn’t quite 
right.   

However it is so peaceful, the pale pink sky and a rose 

pink sea, so gentle.   

Grandma had a plate like this on the shelf in the din-

ning room.  That was pink too. Next to the Willow 

Pattern. My favourite. Blue. The little bridge, the 

bird lovers and the weeping willow tree.  Isabelle has 

one now, by the stream.  A poem. Grandma taught 

us.  We would point out each image. 

Two birds flying high, 

A Chinese vessel, sailing by. 

A bridge with three men, sometimes four, 

A willow tree, hanging o'er. 

A Chinese temple, there it stands, 

Built upon the river sands. 

An apple tree, with apples on, 

A crooked fence to end my song. 

 

Too much pink altogether here, do wish it were blue.  

I much prefer blue. Pink is too girly.  And no one 

would ever call me girly.  Unruly black hair I had, 

and dark eyes.  I’m far too stout now and grey.  Isa-
belle, all blond hair and china blue eyes, was the girly 

one. 

Those builders are making an awful noise.  That drill 

quite goes through your head. 

 

Japanese, Grandma’s plate was Japanese.  The pink 
one.  Am I in Japan?  Those must be Japanese cranes, 

which makes sense.  But the flowers?  Perhaps they 

are paper ones.  Pretty pink paper origami flowers 

sailing through the sky.  Of course tissue paper flow-

ers.  The sort that Isabelle drops into finger bowls 

when she has a dinner party and they open out, float 

on the water.  And that’s why there aren’t any leaves. 

I do wish the builders would stop drilling.   

 

Please, gentle Jane 

Kate MacDonald 
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A tune.  Feint. What are the words? Hmm mm tame 

crane.  Hmm hmm mmm. My dame has a crane.  Oh 

yes!  That’s it. 

My dame has a lame tame crane. My dame has a crane 

that is lame. Please, gentle Jane, let my dame's lame 

tame crane, Feed and come home again. 

Mama singing to me.  Swaying long skirts in time to 

the tune. 

My dame has a lame tame crane. My dame has a crane 

that is lame. Please, gentle Jane, let my dame's lame 

tame crane, Feed and come home again. 

Feeding the birds.  Catching my hands to swing me 

around as we sing. 

 

The drilling noise has stopped.  It’s so quiet now, so 
pinkly quiet.   

My dame has a lame tame crane. My dame has a crane 

that is lame  

“Jane” 

Please, gentle Jane. 

“Jane” Deep. 

“Please Jane” Not so deep, must be a lady. 

Please, gentle Jane, let my dame's lame tame crane. 

“Jaaaneey,” the lady again. 

“Jane, can you hear me?” the deep one.  His voice 
rumbles and vibrates my chair. 

Hmmm. My dame has a lame tame crane. 

“Jane?”  

“Come, wake up now” the voice is getting irritated, I 
must be embarrassing her.  But the pink, and the 

flowers and the cranes Please, gentle Jane, let my 

dame's lame tame crane, Feed and come home again. 

“I’ve never had this happen before” deep, concerned, 
“It’s as though she is some where else.” 

“It’s just typical of my sister.  Her head is always in 
the clouds.”  Sharp and pointy now. 

Clouds, shell pink clouds, billowing pillows, the pink 

and white of marshmallows.  I haven’t had those for 
years.  Robert & I first married.  Sitting by the sea.  

Watching the sun, painting the sky pink, sink.  Toast-

ing marshmallows, threaded onto sticks, by a beach 

fire.   

My dame has a lame tame crane. 

Rumbling again, he is about to speak, a touch on my 

hand.   

“Jane, are you alright?  Can you hear us?” 

“I haven’t gone anywhere, I can hear you it is just 
that I am very comfortable.” 

Eyes still closed, Pink light shines through my lids. 

My dame has a crane that is lame. 

“Here you need to drink this, but spit it out again, 
rinse and spit” 

Oh must I? 

The pink is still here but the cranes have gone, the 

smooth domes of halogen spot lights blur my vision.  

Beyond the ceiling is pink and white.   

The chair back rises, pushing upright.  A Japanese 

style print of elegant birds hangs on the wall. 

Light pink water in a cup, to rinse and spit.   

More pink, darker pink, blood pink, in the basin. 

“Well, if you’ve finished I can go home now?” 

Nods. 

Swing my legs round to step off the chair.  He puts 

out a hand to assist me.  Always a lady I take his of-

fered support and allow him to help me to stand.  Pat 

my hair.  Reach for my coat.  Blue.  Dark blue with a 

pink brooch.  Pink and white china flowers.  Robert’s 
mothers’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Willow Pattern Poem taken from an article by Diana Kearns.  World Collec-

tors Magazine Issue 32. 

‘Lame Tame Crane’ Matthew White, c17'th century 
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You will need: 2 pieces of top fabric, 2 pieces  accent top fabric and 2 pieces of lin-
ing fabric and a length of cord, ribbon or rope or fabric to make a cord. 

Layout the pieces in this order, sew together, then press open the seams 

          Lining       Accent        Main         Main     Accent           Lining 

Fold in half, using the main fabric seam as your centre line.  

Match up the seams & pin. 

Sew along the sides leaving a gap where you 

marked and in the lining. 

Trim the corners and turn the right way around. 

Measuring from one seam mark a 3cm 

(apx) gap on the accent fabric.  This will 

make the channel for the cord to run 

through. 

A Lined Drawstring Bag 

Makes a lovely gift wrap  and a gift in itself 
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Sew up the hole in the lining before turning the 

lining inside the bag. Press the seams into place. 

Find the gaps in each side of the bag and using chalk or erasable 
fabric pen draw a line across from one side to the other.  Top & 
bottom of the gap, and across both sides. 

Following these lines sew right around the bag.  Finishing where 
you started. 

Attach a safety pin to one end of the cord or rope & thread through one gap, past 
the opposite gap & back out the way you went in.  Do the same for the other side 
with the second cord.  Tie off the ends, trim.  Pull together to draw the top of the 
bag closed. 

If you are going to make a fabric cord to co-ordinate on contrast with you accent 
fabric you will need a piece of fabric about 4cm wide, and a little bit longer than 
twice the width of the bag  

Fold the edges in, fold in half, press/pin 
Sew down the middle. 
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—a season 
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"I pray this winter be gentle and kind 
a season of rest from the wheel of the mind."  
            John Geddes A Familiar Rain 
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As you will 

have noticed 

I am very 

anti single-

use plastic 

where I can 

be, I also 

choose to 

buy, use, 

and eat, 

products that 

don’t con-
tain palm 

oil.  (Often 

difficult to spot as there are over 400 names for palm oil 

products.)  The supermarket shelves are currently fill-

ing up with all the Christmas chocolates and sweeties 

and there is an absolute minefield of little individually 

wrapped chocolates, and boxes of assorted chocolates that 

contain who knows what.  I loved Terry’s dark chocolate 
orange, and After Eight mints until I discovered that 

they contained palm oil a few years ago.  Although 

along with Ferrero Roche, Lindt, Thorntons, Divine, Cel-

ebrations, Barratt’s, Galaxy, Kinder and Haribo, they 

now say they are following a no-deforestation policy, 

however, it’s safer – and healthier – to buy chocolate that 

doesn’t contain it at all. 

Companies like Mackies of Scotland, Seed & Bean, 

Montezuma, and Booja Booja (both also do vegan choco-

late) are free from palm oil & the Co-op’s own brand dark 
chocolate also seems to be palm oil free.  Some Lindt 

bars of chocolate is palm oil free but check the labels. 

Now there are many youtube videos and complicated 

specialist methods of making chocolate, tempering, 

marble surfaces and so on.  Then there is this very sim-

ple way.  Once upon another time I did outside catering 

and made mountains of chocolate like this to serve with 

coffee or instead of a formal dessert. 

Break up your chosen bar of chocolate, and place in a 

heatproof bowl (there are methods of melting chocolate in 

a microwave, but I don’t have one and I don’t think it is 
as easy to control as doing it this way). 

Place it over a saucepan of hot water, making sure that 

the base of the bowl isn’t touching the water, gently 
simmer.  The chocolate will melt quite quickly. 

Whilst the chocolate is melting, in a dry frying pan, tip 

in your assortment of nuts, here I used pecans, hazel-

nuts and almonds that I had saved from a bag of mixed 

nuts and raisins.  Over a gentle heat roast the nuts. 

Regularly move the nuts around so that one side 

doesn’t burn.  You can also do this in a medium oven, 
just don’t forget about them! 

When the nuts seem brown enough (if you need to re-

move the skins then tip them into a cotton tea-towel and 

rub hard, much of the skin will rub away), take off the 

heat and leave to cool.  

Roughly chop so that you have a mixture of differently 

sized pieces. 

Tip the nuts into the melted chocolate and stir thorough-

ly so that all the nuts are covered. 

Spread evenly on to a lined baking tray and leave 

somewhere cool to set. 

Break into shards, dust with a little cocoa powder and/

or icing sugar.   

Try melting some chocolate and adding a few drops of 

orange or peppermint oils.  Spread it out on to the tray, 

but before it set completely use a small biscuit cutter cut 

out individual chocolates.  Crystalised ginger is also a 

popular addition.  Chop roughly and stir into melted 

chocolate as above. 

Serve in pretty glass bowls or put some into jam jars to 

give as gifts to friends and neighbours, label and deco-

rate and tie a piece of ribbon around the lid.  

You will find that you eat less as you are eating a qual-

ity dark chocolate, the flavour and comfort buzz are 

intensified, and dark chocolate has been proven to be 

very good for you too. 

Homemade Chocolate 
Pages from my recipe files 
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I’m afraid I can’t credit this recipe as I can’t remember where I found it.  I have it written out in my recipe file.  I 
do remember why I have it though, I was to make a cake for the guess the weight of the cake competition at a 
Church Winter Bazaar, but hadn’t had the time to make the more traditional fruit cake.  This was going to be 
quicker – and cheaper – to make, would last a couple of days without going stale, and made a change.  I iced it 
with lots of white glace icing cut out fondant icing snowflakes and dotted silver balls all over it. Then wrapped 
it up with a big ribbon bow reusing some florists cellophane so that it could be seen and picked up to judge the 
weight. (Tempted as I was to put some silver ball bearings on it to add a little more ‘unexpected’ weight I decided 
perhaps not!). 

German Spiced Honey Cake 

Dissolve coffee in hot water and leave to cool. 

In a large bowl, beat the egg yolks with sugar until creamy. 

Add the oil, and then honey, beating after adding each, and until smooth 

and creamy. 

Combine flour, salt, baking powder, bicarb and spices, add spoonful's alter-

nately with spoonful's of coffee to the egg mixture. 

Mix gently and stirring only until blended, don’t over mix. 

Whip the egg whites until stiff.  Fold, in three lots, into the cake batter then 

pour into a Bundt cake tin, very well-greased (make sure you get into all 

the points and corners—lesson learned the hard way & the reason that there 

isn’t  phot of the whole cake...).  

Bake at 160°c for 35-40 mins or until a skewer come out clean. 

Once cold, sift with icing sugar, or drizzle 

white glacé icing (icing sugar & and a 

small amount of water) or make up some 

Royal icing, (follow the directions on the 

packet, this has a very slight lemony taste 

which works very well with the coffee and 

spice)  

To finish add icing stars, snowflakes, sil-

ver sugar balls, or whatever takes your 

fancy. 

This cake improves with time so you can 
bake a couple of days ahead.  If you are 
going to leave it for a couple of days before 
serving, then ice on the day of serving ra-
ther than the day of baking, as glacé icing 
can discolour slightly. 

3tsps instant coffee 
8fl oz hot water 
4 eggs – separated 
5oz caster sugar 
5 tblsps vegetable oil 
8 oz honey 
13oz plain flour 
½ tsp salt 
1 dsrt spn of baking powder            
 (yes dessert not teaspoon!) 
1 tsp bicarbonate of soda 
2tsp mixed spice 
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I love pegs – wooden ones, dolly pegs especially but the sprung ones are more useful.  I use pegs for all 

sorts of things, ‘pegging out’ the washing of course, but also as paperclips, to hold paper patterns to-
gether, when sorting fabric pieces, to hang up Christmas cards, to hold the folded tops of crisps and 

cereal packets, to sorting receipts for accounts.  I have some on the front of the fridge for memos, 

hanging from the blackboard with a bunch of medical letters, I even have some with mini  black-

board hearts on with the days of the week on so useful for appointment reminders and shopping 

lists.  Some years my Christmas cards have been decorated pegs. 

Pegs come in all sizes from teeny tiny wee ones for decorating cards, as they aren’t terribly practi-
cal, to large washing line type pegs.  I particularly using these as they are easy to come by, our local 

hardware sells packets of British made pegs, but you can get them on-line from all sorts of places, 

eBay is a good source.   

They are lovely as they are new, clean pale blond wood. I like the silvered weathered appearance from 

when they’ve been left on-line in the rain over winter.  It is also very easy and quick to give them a 

little decoration, and a bundle tied with ribbon or a fabric strip or in a pretty box or jam jar make a 

very pretty and useful gift. 

 Paint with left over emulsion and stick on a little wooden heart painted to match 

 Stain with watered down paint, then rub back a little then glue on a vintage button. 

 The little bird here came from a birthday card I think, simply glued to the top. 

 Paint all over with thinned white or pale blue paint, sand off the edges a bit for a weathered look 

and decorate with shells 

 Spread the top with pva glue and stick to a scrap 

of fabric or ribbon.  Trim, if you want to, once the 

glue has dried or ‘shred’ the edges of the fabric for 
a shabby chic look 

 You could write on them – a little love notes or 

things like ‘Shopping list’, days of the week. 
 I sewed some cream coloured fabric with lines of 

embroidery stitches in a Christmas red then cut it 

up into triangles and glued the ‘trees’ to pegs, 
wrote with my Christmas wishes on small pieces 

of card then attached the peg and popped into an 

envelope – those were my Christmas cards one 

year.  Useful all year round. 

Pegs 
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Next Time ... in the Spring issue 

...I’ll be talking Rubbish;  
looking at the  

palm oil industry;  

fast fashion - in the home;  

and the history of  the daffodil 

plus making, baking and  

storytelling.   
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www.needlesmiths.co.uk 

Traffic jam in a winter hailstorm on the Moine Mohr, Argyll 

The paper copies are printed by waterless printing presses, powered by 100% 

renewable energy, using non-soya vegetable oil ink, on eco-friendly, ethically and 

environmentally certified sourced materials by the  nice people at Anglia Printing 

in Norwich who also have a zero waste to landfill policy. www.angliaprint.co.uk 

http://www.facebook.com/needlesmiths
http://www.instagram.com/needlesmiths
http://www.pintrest.co.uk/needlesmiths
http://www.angliaprint.co.uk

